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ABSTRACT

Presently, security threats from computer viruses to malicious intrusion imperil

computer users. To mitigate and counter these threats, a consortium of hardware

and software vendors and consumer-electronics manufacturers are implementing

“trusted computing” (TC) standards on present and future computer systems.

These standards define security policies that can defend computer systems against

attacks. However, in their zeal to protect intellectual property, the content and

computer industries plan to use TC technologies in ways that will likely infringe

upon users’ civil liberties and hamper innovation. Here, details of these technolo-

gies and their uses and misuses are explained. An overview of technologies on

which TC depends is presented, followed by an explanation of exactly what TC is.

Interactions between TC-supported computer hardware, operating systems, and

software are explored, as are the potential impacts on civil liberties and the econ-

omy. Finally, present and future TC computer systems are analyzed and reasonable

policy suggestions are offered.
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software are explored, as are the potential impacts on civil liberties and the econ-

omy. Finally, present and future TC computer systems are analyzed and reasonable

policy suggestions are offered.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Today, computer users face a variety of security threats. E-mails contain mali-

cious software programs, or “malware,” that can delete important files and e-mail

themselves to everyone in address books [154]. “Phishing” scams, which are

fraudulent web pages and emails that claim to come from a legitimate business,

entice users to enter personal information, which is then stolen. “Spyware” pro-

grams surreptitiously change browser settings, display unwanted advertising, and

record private information and send it to third parties without authorization. Even

mobile phones are not immune from malware: some programs “[send] a stream of

text messages, at. . .$5 each, to a [Russian phone number]” or “disable [the] phone

entirely” [154]. The situation has grown so dire that computer-security expert Steve

Gibson wrote, “It appears that some end-user freedoms will ultimately be dimin-

sihed in order to thwart the abusive interests of commercial entities [that produce

and distribute spyware]” [125].

To mitigate and counter these threats, the Trusted Computing Group (TCG),

a consortium of hardware and software vendors and consumer-electronics man-

ufacturers, has proposed and implemented “trusted computing” (TC) standards.

These standards specify hardware and software policies that can greatly enhance
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the security of computer systems. TC hardware has shipped in over 20 million

new PCs, and will be ubiquitous in hardware and software by the beginning of

2007 [258]. However, in their zeal to protect intellectual property, the content and

computer industries plan to use TC technologies in ways that drastically “[curtail]

end-user freedoms” and shackle economic innovation [125]. Compounding the

problem is the lack of thorough, technically accurate, and unbiased literature on

the topic.

This paper aims to “bridge the gap” between proponents and opponents of TC

technology by explaining just what TC is, its relationship to intellectual-property

law, its uses and possible abuses, and possible social and economic consequences.

In addition, suggestions for policymakers and consumers are included. The paper

is structured as follows:

• Chapter 2, “TC ‘Meta-Technologies,’ ” explains the concepts of public-key

cryptography, which are essential to TC, and intellectual property, whose

protection is the primary impetus for the development of TC technology. In

particular, the 1998 U.S. Digital Millenium Copyright Act (DMCA) and Sonny

Bono Copyright Term Extension Act are examined. The chapter concludes

with a description of digital rights management (DRM) technology, which

“ties together” the two aforementioned concepts.

• Chapter 3, “TC Overview,” precisely defines “trusted computing” and its

component technologies: sealed storage, memory curtaining, secure input

and output, and remote attestation.
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• Chapter 4, “TC Hardware,” examines the Trusted Platform Module (TPM),

the hardware component of TC. The TPM provides a “root of trust” that

provides tamper evidence to a TC operating system and software. The PC

basic input/output system (BIOS) allows users to turn TPMs on and off, as

does the Extensible Firmware Interface (EFI), Intel’s successor to the BIOS.

Chapter 4 also explores other “protective” hardware technologies similar

to the TPM, such as IBM’s SecureBlue “encrypted chip” and Intel’s High-

Definition Multimedia Interface (HDMI) [135, 158].

• Chapter 5, “TC Operating Systems,” analyzes operating systems that support

TC technologies, especially Windows Vista on PCs. Microsoft supports TC

very extensively in Windows Vista, as will be discussed. On Intel Macintosh

computers, Mac OS X does not use the TPM, though users can enable it via

“open source” device drivers [291].1 GNU/Linux (commonly referred to

“Linux”) supports user-configurable TPM access and use.

• Chapter 6, “TC Software,” examines software that supports TC functionality.

At present, not much software does, with the exception of TPM utilities for

Windows, restricted-access Microsoft Office and Adobe Portable Document

Format (PDF) files, and Microsoft’s BitLocker Drive Encryption for Windows

Vista. However, it is only a matter of time before software uses TC function-

ality.

1When Apple “switched” to Intel CPUs for the Macintosh, it was reported that the company
used TPMs to “lock” OS X to Apple hardware, per the license agreement [17, 22, 156]. However,
according to Amit Singh, author of the book Mac OS X Internals, Apple did not do so [291]. Further
details are in Chapter 5.
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• Chapter 7, “Other TC Applications,” explores the use of TC technologies on

other computing platforms such as mobile phones and video-game consoles.

• Chapter 8, “Effects on Civil Liberties and the Economy,” considers how uses

of TC technology can enhance computer security and how abuses thereof can

greatly restrict computer users’ civil liberties and stifle economic innovation.

Given industry trends, several key abuses of TC and the “post-TC” computing

markets are emphasized.

• Chapter 9, “Policy Suggestions,”, offers several suggestions to rectify the cur-

rent imbalance between protecting the rights of intellectual-property holders

and consumers. This chapter also analyzes the current “post-TC” market

situation and provides tips to help consumers with buying decisions.

• Finally, Chapter 10, “Conclusions,” summarizes the arguments above.

Of course, the rapid pace of computing advances may render some of these argu-

ments obsolete after publication. However, the fundamentals of TC and its probable

applications will likely remain constant even as new products and services enter

the marketplace. This guide is designed to help the technically-savvy reader un-

derstand profound developments that could make “the open, unrestricted PC. . .a

thing of the past,” thereby facilitating sensible decision-making in the post-TC

computing market [337].
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CHAPTER 2

TRUSTED COMPUTING (TC) “META-TECHNOLOGIES”

Implementation of TC requires several other technologies, especially public-key

cryptography,2and a principal application of TC is enhanced enforcement of digital

rights management (DRM) technology. As will be discussed, cryptography secures

messages against eavesdroppers, and DRM uses cryptography to restrict the use

of files, thereby ensuring that they are used only in accord with their respective

intellectual-property (IP) rights-holders’ wishes [265]. Since TC relies on public-key

cryptography and can tightly enforce DRM, these latter technologies are termed TC

“meta-technologies” in this paper. This chapter examines these “meta-technologies”

in depth, as well as present IP law.

2.1 Public-Key Cryptography

Public-key cryptography lies at the heart of TC, as will be shown in Chapter 4.

Before delving into details of cryptography, however, it is instructive to review

exactly what cryptography is, as well as its purpose—both in general and with

2Cryptography is not the only technology required for TC implementation. In particular, TC relies
on the existence of a special motherboard microcontroller, the Trusted Platform Module (TPM), to
securely store cryptographic keys [312]. In addition, developers of operating systems (OSes) and
other software must consider how to implement TC at the OS and software level, respectively. A
discussion of TC hardware is deferred to Chapter 4, whereas discussions of TC OSes and software
are deferred to Chapters 5 and 6, respectively.
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respect to TC. This explanation of cryptography, algorithms, and protocols is culled

from Bruce Schneier’s acclaimed book Applied Cryptography. Initially, Schneier

explains that cryptography obfuscates a message sent from a sender to a receiver

to make it unreadable by eavesdroppers (emphasis in original) [265]:

A message is plaintext (sometimes called cleartext). The process of
disguising a message. . .to hide its substance is encryption. An encrypted
message is ciphertext. The process of turning ciphertext into plaintext is
decryption.. . . The art and science of keeping messages secure is cryptog-
raphy, and it is practiced by cryptographers. Cryptanalysts are practition-
ers of cryptanalysis, the art and science of breaking ciphertext. . . . The
branch of mathematics encompassing both cryptography and cryptanal-
ysis is cryptology and its practitioners are cryptologists. Modern cryptol-
ogists are generally trained in theoretical mathematics—they have to
be.

Plaintext is denoted by M, for message, or P, for plaintext. It can
be. . .[any sort of] binary data.. . . Ciphertext is denoted by C [and] it
is also binary data . . . . The encryption function E. . .operates on M to
produce C. Or, in mathematical notation:

E(M) = C. (2.1)

In the reverse process, the decryption function D operates on C to pro-
duce M:

D(C) =M. (2.2)

Since the whole point of encrypting and then decrypting a message is
to recover the original plaintext, the following identity must hold true:

D(E(M)) =M. (2.3)

Aside from ensuring the message’s secrecy, cryptography also has as objectives

authentication, integrity, and nonrepudiation (emphasis in original) [265]:

• Authentication. It should be possible for the receiver of a message to
ascertain its origin; an intruder should not be able to masquerade
as someone else.
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• Integrity. It should be possible for the receiver of a message to
verify that it has not been modified in transit; an intruder should
not be able to substitute a false message for a legitimate one.

• Nonrepudiation. A sender should not be able to falsely deny later
that he sent a message.

These [are exactly analogous to similar proofs in] face-to-face interac-
tions. . .that someone is who he says he [is,] that [his] credentials. . .are
[valid, and] that a document purporting to come from a person actually
came from that person.

Next, Schneier provides a high-level overview of cryptographic algorithms and

keys before differentiating between symmetric and asymmetric, i.e., public-key,

cryptographic algorithms (emphasis in original) [265].

A cryptographic algorithm, also called a cipher, is the mathematical
function used for encryption and decryption. (Generally, there are two
related functions: one for encryption and the other for decryption.)

If the security of an algorithm is based on keeping the way that al-
gorithm works a secret, it is a restricted algorithm. [However, restricted
algorithms have substantial flaws; in particular, the security of these
algorithms depends on their details.]. . .Modern cryptography [works
around these flaws] with a key, denoted by [K, a parameter to the algo-
rithm that may be] one of a large number of values. The range of possible
[key values] is called the keyspace. Both the encryption and decryption
operations use this key, [which] is denoted by the K subscript. . . , so the
functions. . .become:

EK(M) = C (2.4)
DK(C) = M, (2.5)

[such that]

DK(EK(M)) =M. (2.6)

. . .[In] some algorithms . . . , the encryption key, K1, is different from the
corresponding decryption key, K2. In this [case, the above equations
become]:

7



EK1(M) = C (2.7)
DK2(C) = M (2.8)

DK2(EK1(M)) = M. (2.9)

[In contrast to restricted algorithms,] all of the security in [the above]
algorithms is based in the key (or keys); none is based in the details of the
algorithm.. . .A cryptosystem is an algorithm, plus all possible plaintexts,
ciphertexts, and keys.. . .

Symmetric algorithms. . .are algorithms where the encryption key can
be calculated from the decryption key and vice versa. In most symmet-
ric algorithms, [such as those shown above in Equations 2.4 through
2.6,] the encryption key and decryption key are the same. These algo-
rithms. . .require that the sender and receiver agree on a key before they
can communicate securely. The security of a symmetric algorithm rests
in the key.. . .Symmetric algorithms can be divided into two categories.
Some operate on the plaintext a single bit (or sometimes byte) at a time;
these are called stream algorithms or stream ciphers. Others operate on
the plaintext in groups of bits. The groups of bits are called blocks, and
the algorithms are called block algorithms or block ciphers.. . .[On the other
hand,] public-key algorithms (also called asymmetric algorithms), are de-
signed so that the key used for encryption is different from the key used
for decryption. Furthermore, the decryption key cannot (at least in any
reasonable amount of time) be calculated from the encryption key. The
algorithms are called “public-key” because the encryption key can be
made public: A complete stranger can use the encryption key to encrypt
a message, but only a specific person with the corresponding decryp-
tion key can decrypt the message. In these systems, the encryption key
is often called the public key, and the decryption key is often called the
private key.. . .Encryption using public key K is denoted by:

EK(M) = C. (2.10)

Even though the public key and private key are different, decryption
with the corresponding private key is denoted by:

DK(C) =M. (2.11)

8



In addition, Schneier considers cryptanalysis and strategies to extract keys from

encrypted messages, which are shown below. These strategies hold for both sym-

metric and public-key algorithms, and will be explained further with respect to

public-key cryptographic protocols (emphasis in original) [265].

The whole point of cryptography is to keep the plaintext (or the key,
or both) secret from eavesdroppers (also called. . .attackers [or] oppo-
nents. . .). Eavesdroppers are assumed to have complete access to the
communications between the sender and receiver.

Cryptanalysis is the science of recovering the plaintext of a message
without access to the key. Successful cryptanalysis may recover the
plaintext or the key.. . .An attempted cryptanalysis is called an attack.
A fundamental assumption in cryptanalysis, first enunciated by the
Dutchman A. Kerckhoffs in the [19th] century, is that the secrecy must
reside entirely in the key. Kerckhoffs assumes that the cryptanalyst
has complete details of the cryptographic algorithm and implementa-
tion.. . .[Though this is not always the case, it is a useful assumption:] if
others can’t break an algorithm, even with knowledge of how it works,
than they certainly won’t be able to break it without that knowledge.

There are [five basic] types of cryptanalytic [attacks, all of which
make the above assumption].

1. Ciphertext-only attack. The cryptanalyst has the ciphertext of several
messages, all of which have been encrypted using the same. . .
algorithm. [His] job is to recover the plaintext of as many messages
as possible, [or, better yet,] deduce the [key(s)] used to encrypt the
messages. . . . [That is, given C1 = EK(P1),C2 = EK(P2), . . . ,Ci =
EK(Pi), deduce K from P1,P2, . . . ,Pi] or an algorithm to infer Pi+1

from [Ci+1 = EK(Pi+1)].

2. Known-plaintext attack. The cryptanalyst has access not only to the
ciphertext of several messages, but also to the plaintext of those
messages. His job is to deduce the [key(s)] used to encrypt the
messages or an algorithm to decrypt any new messages encrypted
with the same [key(s)]. [That is, given P1,C1 = EK(P1),P2,C2 =
EK(P2), . . . ,Ci = EK(Pi), deduce K] or an algorithm to infer Pi+1 from
[Ci+1 = EK(Pi+1)].

3. Chosen-plaintext attack. The cryptanalyst not only has access to
the ciphertext and associated plaintext for several messages, but
he also chooses the plaintext that gets encrypted.. . .His job is to
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deduce the [key(s)] used to encrypt the messages or an algorithm
to decrypt any new messages encrypted with the same [key(s)].
[That is, given P1,C1 = EK(P1),P2,C2 = EK(P2), . . . ,Ci = EK(Pi)],
where the cryptanalyst [can] chose P1,P2, . . . ,Pi, [deduce K] or an
algorithm to infer Pi+1 from [Ci+1 = EK(Pi+1)].

4. Adaptive-chosen-plaintext attack. This is a special case of a chosen
plaintext attack [in which] the cryptanalyst [can] choose the plain-
text that is encrypted [and] he can modify his choice based on the
results of previous encryption.

5. Chosen-ciphertext attack. The cryptanalyst can choose different ci-
phertexts to be decrypted and [can view] the decrypted plaintext. . .
to deduce the key. [That is, given C1,P1 = DK(C1),C2,P2 = DK(C2),
. . . ,Ci,Pi = DK(Ci), deduce K].

Having provided an overview of cryptographic algorithms and attacks against

them, Schneier explains elementary cryptographic protocols (emphasis in original)

[265].

A protocol is a series of steps, involving two or more parties, designed
to accomplish a task. [Decomposing this definition yields the following
properties:]

• “A series of steps” means that the protocol has a sequence, from
start to [finish, just like an algorithm]. Every step must be executed
in turn, and no step can be taken before the previous step is finished.

• “Involving two or more parties” means that least two people are
required to complete the protocol; one person alone does not make
a protocol. A person alone can perform a series of steps to accom-
plish a task (like baking a cake), but this is not a protocol. (Someone
else must eat the cake to make it a protocol.). . .

• “[Designed] to accomplish a task” means that the protocol must
achieve something. Something that looks like a protocol but [that]
does not accomplish a task is not a protocol—it’s a waste of time.

Protocols have other characteristics as well:

• Everyone involved in the protocol must know the protocol and all
of the steps to follow. . . .

• Everyone involved in the protocol must agree to follow it.

10



Alice First participant in all the protocols
Bob Second participant in all the protocols
Carol Participant in the three- and four-party protocols
Dave Participant in the four-party protocols.
Eve Eavesdropper
Mallory Malicious active attacker
Trent Trusted arbitrator.

Table 2.1: Actors in Protocols. (Excerpted from Table 2.1 in [265].)

• The protocol must be unambiguous; each step must be well defined
and there must be no chance of a misunderstanding.

• The protocol must be complete; there must be a specified action for
every possible situation.. . .

A cryptographic protocol is a protocol that uses cryptography. The
parties can be friends. . .or adversaries. . . . A cryptographic protocol
involves some cryptographic algorithm [to accomplish a goal] beyond
simple [secrecy, such as convincing] one another of [his or her] iden-
tity. . .or [simultaneously] signing a contract. The whole point of using
cryptography in a protocol is to prevent or detect eavesdropping and
cheating. [This leads to the final protocol characteristic:]

• It should not be possible to do more or learn more than what is
specified in the protocol.. . .

[The following individuals shown in Table 2.1] help demonstrate
protocols. Alice and Bob. . .will perform all general two-person proto-
cols. As a rule, Alice [initiates] all protocols and Bob [responds]. If the
protocol requires a third or fourth person, Carol and Dave [perform]
those [respective] roles. [As will be explained, Eve is a passive eaves-
dropper, Mallory is a malicious active attacker, and Trent is a trusted
arbitrator.]

[There are three types of protocols: arbitrated protocols, adjudicated
protocols, and self-enforcing protocols. Arbitrated protocols rely on an
arbitrator, a disinterested, trusted third party,] to complete the protocol.
Disinterested means that the arbitrator has no vested interest in the
protocol and no particular allegiance to any of the parties involved.
Trusted means that all people involved in the protocol accept what he
says as true, what he does as correct, and that he will complete his part
of the protocol.
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[A lawyer is a “real-life” example of an arbitrator.] For example,
Alice is selling a car to Bob, a stranger. Bob wants to pay by check, but
Alice has no way of knowing if the check is good. Alice wants the check
to clear before she turns the title over to Bob. Bob, who doesn’t trust
Alice any more than she trusts him, doesn’t want to hand over a check
without receiving a title.. . .[If a lawyer trusted by both parties enters
the situation], Alice and Bob can use the following protocol to ensure
that neither cheats the other.

1. Alice gives the title to the lawyer.

2. Bob gives the check to Alice.

3. Alice deposits the check.

4. After waiting a specified time period for the check to clear, the
lawyer gives the title to Bob. If the check does not clear within the
specified time period, Alice shows proof of this to the lawyer and
the lawyer returns the title to Alice.

In this protocol, Alice trusts the lawyer not to give Bob the title unless
the check has cleared, and to give it back to her if the check does not
clear. Bob trusts the lawyer to hold the title until the check clears, and to
give it to him once it does. The lawyer doesn’t care if the check clears.
He will do his part of the protocol in either case, because he will be paid
in either case.. . .[While computers can be arbitrators, difficulties can
arise: people are naturally wary of a non-human arbitrator, network
overhead and delay increase, the arbitration of each transaction can
degrade protocol performance, and the arbitrator is a target for any
malicious attacker. Still, trusted arbitrators play roles in protocols, and
in these protocols, Trent plays this role.]

[Alternatively,] arbitrated protocols can be subdivided into two
lower-level subprotocols. One is a nonarbitrated subprotocol, executed
every time parties want to complete the protocol. The other is an arbi-
trated subprotocol, executed only in exceptional circumstances—when
there is a dispute. This. . .type of arbitrator is called an adjudicator.. . .[For
instance,] judges are professional adjudicators [that are] brought in only
if there is a dispute. Alice and Bob can enter into a contract without a
judge[, who] never sees the contract until one of them [initiates legal
action against the other].. . .

[Adjudicated] computer protocols. . .rely on the [parties’ honesty;]
but if someone suspects cheating, [a trusted adjudicator can examine
available data to] determine if someone cheated. In a good adjudicated
protocol, the adjudicator could also determine the cheater’s [identity,
thus deterring cheating.]
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[The final type of protocol is the] self-enforcing protocol, [which guar-
antees fairness due to its “dispute-proof” construction.3

Trent is not the only “dramatis persona” Schneier uses to explain protocols; Eve

and Mallory eavesdrop on and actively attack protocols, as is explained below

(emphasis in original) [265].

People can [attack a protocol in various ways]. Someone not in-
volved in the protocol can eavesdrop on some or all of the protocol.
This is called a passive attack, because the attacker does not affect the
protocol. All he can do is observe the protocol and attempt to gain [in-
formation, as in a ciphertext-only attack]. . . . Since passive attacks are
difficult to detect, protocols try to prevent passive attacks rather than
detect them.. . .[Eve plays the role of the eavesdropper.]

Alternatively, an attacker could try to alter the protocol to his own
advantage. He could pretend to be someone else, introduce new mes-
sages in the protocol, delete existing messages, substitute one message
for another, replay old messages, interrupt a communications channel,
or alter stored information in a computer. These are called active attacks,
because they require active intervention, . . .and are much more serious
[than passive attacks], especially in protocols in which [parties do not]
trust one another. The attacker does not have to be [an outsider:] he
could be a legitimate system [user, even] the system [administrator, or
there might be] multiple active attackers working together. Mallory
plays the role of the malicious active attacker [265].

Public-key cryptography relies heavily on one-way functions, mathematical func-

tions that are “easy” to compute “in one direction” and “hard” to compute “in the

other direction.” Specifically, it relies on trapdoor one-way functions, one-way func-

tions with a “secret” means of computing in the latter direction, as Schneier explains

(emphasis in original) [265].

The notion of a one-way function is central to public-key cryptogra-
phy.. . .One-way functions are relatively easy to compute, but signifi-
cantly harder to reverse. That is, given x it is easy to compute f (x), but

3Adjudicated and self-enforcing protocols are not discussed further in this paper, as they are not
used in TC implementations.
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given f (x) it is hard to compute x, [i.e., it would take millions of years
to compute x from f (x).]

Breaking a plate is a good example of a one-way function. It is easy
to smash a plate into a thousand tiny pieces. However, it’s not easy to
put all of those tiny pieces back together into a plate.4. . .[Unfortunately,]
we can’t use [one-way functions to encrypt messages], as no one could
decrypt [such a message].. . .A trapdoor one-way function is a special type
of one-way function, one with a secret trapdoor. [Like a one-way func-
tion,] it is easy to compute in one direction and hard to compute in
the other [direction, i.e.,] it is easy to compute f (x) given x, and hard
to compute x given f (x). However, there is some secret [information y
such that] given f (x) and y it is easy to compute x.

Taking a watch apart is a good example of a trapdoor one-way
[function:] it is easy to disassemble a watch into hundreds of [tiny
pieces, but] it is very difficult to put those tiny pieces back together
into a working watch. However, with the. . .assembly instructions of
the [watch,] it is much easier to put the watch back together. [Another
example of a trapdoor one-way function is the following: C = E(M) =
Me mod n and M = D(C) = Cd mod n, where n = p · q. M is the numeric
representation of a message, C is its corresponding ciphertext, e is a
publicly-specified numeric exponent, d is a secret numeric exponent, n
is a publicly-specified divisor, and p and q are very large, secret prime
numbers [255]. “mod” denotes the modulus operator; for integers u,
v, w, and x where u × v + w = x, w ≡ x mod u. This trapdoor one-way
function is used in the RSA public-key cryptosystem, which is used in
the TPM [312]. The security of the algorithm is based "in part on the
difficulty of factoring the published divisor n" into p and q [255].]

In addition, Schneier details how public-key cryptography also depends on one-way

hash functions, mathematical functions that map input strings to “almost” unique

output strings. One-way hash functions are frequently used with secret keys to

form message authentication codes, or MACs (emphasis in original) [265].

A hash function is a function, mathematical or otherwise, that takes a
variable-length input string (called a pre-image) and converts it to a fixed-
length (generally smaller) output string (called a hash value). A simple

4Schneier gives another example of a one-way function: f (x) = x2 (and, hence, f−1(x) = ±
√

x)
[265]. It is easy to compute f (x), but it is significantly harder to compute f−1(x) [265]. However, in
this example, the computation of f−1(x) is not sufficiently difficult for cryptographic purposes!
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hash function [is one that returns a single byte that is the exclusive-or
(XOR) of all the pre-image bytes].

[The purpose of hash functions] is to. . .produce a value that indicates
whether a candidate pre-image is likely to be the same as the real pre-
image. [Though hash functions are not one-to-one, they are used] to get
a reasonable assurance [that two strings are equal to each other].

A one-way hash function is a hash function that works in one direction:
It is easy to compute a hash value from a pre-image, but it is hard to
generate a pre-image that hashes to a particular value. [The aforemen-
tioned XOR hash function is not one-way, as one can easily generate
bytes that yield a given value when XORed together.] A good one-way
hash function is also collision-free: It is hard to generate two pre-images
with the same hash value.

[The one-way hash functions are publicly accessible, and their se-
curity is based on their one-wayness:] The output is not [discernibly]
dependent on the [input, and] changing a single pre-image bit changes,
on. . .average, half the bits in the hash value. [Moreover,] given a hash
value, it is computationally [infeasible] to find a pre-image that hashes
to that value. [In general, hash functions are used to verify files’ au-
thenticity when it is too expensive or inconvenient to send them over a
network.]5

A message authentication code (MAC), also known as a data authen-
tication code (DAC), is a one-way hash function with the addition of a
secret [key. . .that works just like a “normal” hash function,] except only
someone with the key can verify the hash value.6

Having discussed one-way functions and hash functions, Schneier describes public-

key cryptographic communications, including “hybrid cryptosystems” that com-

bine elements of symmetric and public-key cryptography (emphasis in origi-

nal) [265].

In 1976, Whitfield Diffie and Martin Hellman. . .described public-key
cryptography. They used two different keys—one public and the other
private. It is computationally hard to deduce the private key from the

5TPMs use the National Institute of Science and Technology’s (NIST’s) Secure Hash Algorithm
1 (SHA-1) [312]. Details are presented in Chapter 4 as well as in [68, 235].

6TPMs use keyed-hash message authentication codes (HMAC) to validate TPM commands, as
explained in Chapter 4 [312].
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public key. Anyone with the public key can encrypt a message but
not decrypt [it;] only the person with the private key can decrypt the
message.. . .

Mathematically, the process is based on the trap-door one-way func-
tions previously discussed. Encryption is the easy direction. Instruc-
tions for encryption are the public key; anyone can encrypt a message.
Decryption is the hard direction. It [is] hard enough that people with
[supercomputers] and [thousands] of years cannot decrypt the message
without. . .[the private key, which is the “secret” or “trapdoor.”] With
[it], decryption is as easy as encryption.

This is how Alice [sends] a message to Bob using public-key cryp-
tography:

1. Alice and Bob agree on a public-key cryptosystem.

2. Bob sends Alice his public key.

3. Alice encrypts her message using Bob’s public key and sends it to
Bob.

4. Bob decrypts Alice’s message using his private key.. . .

[Remark that] Alice can send a secure message to Bob. Eve, listening
in on the entire exchange, has Bob’s public key and a message encrypted
in that key, but cannot recover either Bob’s private key or the message.

More commonly, a network of users agrees on a public-key cryp-
tosystem. Every user has [her] own public key and private key, and
the public keys are [stored] in a database. . . . Now the protocol is even
easier:

1. Alice gets Bob’s public key from the database.

2. Alice encrypts her message using Bob’s public key and sends it to
Bob.

3. Bob then decrypts Alice’s message using his private key.. . .

[However, in practice,] public-key algorithms are not a substitute for
symmetric algorithms. [They are used to encrypt keys, not messages,
for the following reasons:]

1. Public-key algorithms are [slow, at least 1000 times slower than
symmetric algorithms].

2. Public-key cryptosystems are vulnerable to chosen-plaintext at-
tacks. If C = E(P), [where P is one out of n possible plaintexts,]
then a cryptanalyst [need only] encrypt all n possible plaintexts
and compare the results with C [to determine P].. . .
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In most practical implementations public-key cryptography is used
to secure and distribute [session keys,]. . .which are used with symmet-
ric algorithms to secure message traffic. This is [also] called a [hybrid
cryptosystem, and is detailed here.]

1. Bob sends Alice his public key.

2. Alice generates a random session key, K, encrypts it using Bob’s
public key, and sends it to [Bob, i.e.,] EB(K).

3. Bob decrypts Alice’s message using his private key to recover the
session [key, i.e.,] DB(EB(K)) = K.

4. Both of them encrypt their communications using the same session
key.

[Because the session key is destroyed after Alice and Bob use it, the
likelihood of Eve accessing it is reduced.]

Public-key cryptography facilitates the use of digital signatures, as Schneier ex-

plains below [265].

[A handwritten signature has the following desirable attributes:]

1. The signature is [authentic; it] convinces the document’s recipient
that the signer deliberately signed the document.

2. The signature is [unforgeable; it] is proof that the signer, and no
one else, has deliberately signed the document.

3. The signature is not [reusable; it] is part of the [document and no
one can] move [it] to a different document.

4. The signed document is [unalterable; after] the document is signed,
it cannot be altered.

5. The signature cannot be [repudiated; as] the signature and the
document are physical [things, the] signer cannot later claim that
he or she didn’t sign it.

[Of course, these properties do not always hold in reality.] Signatures
can be forged,. . .lifted from one piece of paper and moved to another,
and documents can be altered after signing. However, we are willing
to live with these problems because of the difficulty in cheating and the
risk of detection.

[It is much more difficult to ensure that computer-based “signatures”
have these properties, primarily due to the ease of copying and modi-
fying computer files.. . .However, public-key cryptography provides an
elegant solution to this problem with the following protocol:]
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1. Alice encrypts the document with her private key, thereby signing
the document.

2. Alice sends the signed document to Bob.

3. Bob decrypts the document with Alice’s public key, thereby veri-
fying the signature.7

This protocol [has the aforementioned attributes:]

1. The signature is authentic; when Bob verifies the message with
Alice’s public key, he knows that she signed it.

2. The signature is unforgeable; only Alice knows her private key.

3. The signature is not reusable; the signature is a function of the
document and cannot be transferred to any other document.

4. The signed document is unalterable; if there is any alteration to
the document, the signature can no longer be verified with Alice’s
public key.

5. The signature cannot be repudiated. Bob doesn’t need Alice’s help
to verify her signature.

[Cheating can occur in this protocol. For instance, Bob] can reuse the
document and signature together. This is no problem if Alice signed a
contract. . . , but it can [cause serious problems] if Alice signed a digital
check.. . .[Suppose] Alice sends Bob a signed digital check for $100. Bob
takes the check to the bank, which verifies the signature and moves the
money from one account to another. [Bob saves a copy of the digital
check and does the same thing the next week.] If Alice never balances
her checkbook, [Bob could clean out her account! To prevent this sort
of unscrupulous behavior,] digital signatures often include timestamps.
The date and time of the signature are attached to the message and
signed along with the rest of the message. [In this example, the bank
stores this timestamp in a database. If Bob tries to cash Alice’s check a
second time,] the bank checks the timestamp against its database. Since

7In this protocol, Alice signs the document by encrypting it with her private key, and Bob ver-
ifies her signature by decrypting the document with her public key [265]. However, the terms
“encrypting with a private key” and “decrypting with a public key” are synonymous with “signing
the document” and “verifying the signature” only in the RSA algorithm (emphasis added) [265].
There are many other methods that use public-key cryptography to sign documents and verify sig-
natures whose protocols and implementations thereof differ from RSA’s [265]. Following Schneier,
this paper notates “signing a message M with private key K” and “verifying a signature with the
corresponding public key K” as SK(M) and VK(M), respectively (emphasis added) [265]. The for-
mer operation is termed “signing a document (or message),” and the latter operation is termed
“verifying a document (or message).”
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the bank already cashed a check from Alice with the same timestamp,
the bank calls the [police, who arrest and imprison him.]8

[In practice], public-key algorithms are often too inefficient to sign
long documents. To save time, digital signature protocols are often
implemented with one-way hash functions. Instead of signing a docu-
ment, Alice signs the hash of the document. In this protocol, [Alice and
Bob agree on the one-way hash function and digital signature algorithm]
beforehand.

1. Alice produces a one-way hash of a document.

2. Alice. . .[signs] the hash.

3. Alice sends the document and the signed hash to Bob.

4. Bob produces a one-way hash of the document that Alice sent.. . .
[Using the digital signature algorithm, he verifies] the hash. If the
signed hash matches his generated hash, the signature is valid.

[This technique greatly increases speed] and, since the [odds] of two
different documents having the same. . .hash are [very small], anyone
can safely equate a signature of the hash with a signature of the doc-
ument.9. . . Moreover, [combining] digital signatures with public-key
cryptography [yields a protocol with] the security of encryption [and]
the authenticity of digital signatures. [Note that A and B denote Alice
and Bob’s keys, respectively.]

1. Alice signs the message with her private [key, i.e.,] SA(M).

2. Alice encrypts the signed message with Bob’s public key and sends
it to [Bob, i.e.,] EB(SA(M)).

3. Bob decrypts the message with his private [key, i.e.,]
DB(EB(SA(M))) = SA(M).

4. Bob verifies with Alice’s public key and recovers the [message, i.e.,]
VA(SA(M)) =M.

8Using timestamps also helps mitigate Alice’s repudiation of her signature, i.e., Alice signing a
message and later claiming she never did so [265]. The corresponding protocol is similar to that
shown above, except that Alice “generates a header containing some identifying [information,]
concatenates the header with the signed message, signs that, and sends it to Trent. Trent verifies
the outside signature, confirms [Alice’s header,] adds a timestamp to Alice’s signed message and
[header,] signs [everything,] and sends it to both Alice and Bob. Bob verifies [Trent and Alice’s
signatures and Alice’s header,] and Alice verifies the message Trent sent to Bob. If she did not [send
the message, she sounds an alarm]” (emphasis added) [265].

9This assumption only holds if the hash is long enough. For instance, SHA-1 produces a 160-bit
hash, so if Alice signs such a hash, the odds of two hashes signed with SHA-1 equaling each other
is 1/2160 [68, 265]. Clearly, this assumption cannot hold for, say, a two-bit hash!
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[Alice signs the message before encrypting it to prevent someone
from tampering with it. For instance, if] Alice writes a letter, she signs
it and then puts it in an envelope. If she put the letter in the envelope
unsigned and then signed the envelope, Bob might [think that someone
covertly replaced the letter.] If Bob showed [Alice’s letter and envelope
to Carol,] Carol might accuse Bob of lying about which letter arrived in
which envelope.

Schneier explains that, in practice, Trent is not a publicly-accessible and -writable

database, as “Mallory could substitute any public key for Bob’s; after that, Bob could

not read messages addressed to him, but Mallory could” (emphasis added) [265].

Mallory could also substitute public keys during transmission [265]. To prevent

Mallory from doing this, only Trent has database write-access, and Trent “[signs]

each public key with his own private key” [265]. Schneier explains key exchange

further below (emphasis in original) [265].

Trent, when used in this manner, is often known as a Key Certi-
fication Authority [(CA)] or Key Distribution Center (KDC). In practical
implementations, the KDC signs a compound message consisting of
the user’s name, his public key, and any other important information
about the user. This signed compound message is stored in the KDC’s
database. When Alice gets Bob’s key, she verifies the KDC’s signature
to assure herself of the key’s validity.. . .[With public-key cryptography,
key exchange follows the protocol described on page 17, except, in prac-
tice,] Alice and Bob’s signed public keys will be available on a database.
[The key-exchange protocol is as follows:]

1. Alice gets Bob’s public key from the KDC.

2. Alice generates a random session key, encrypts it using Bob’s public
key, and sends it to Bob.

3. Bob then decrypts Alice’s message using his private key.

4. Both of them encrypt their communications using the same session
key.

[This protocol is vulnerable to a “man-in-the-middle” attack from
Mallory, in which] Mallory can imitate Bob when talking to Alice and
imitate Alice when talking to Bob. [The attack proceeds as follows:]
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1. Alice sends Bob her public key. Mallory intercepts this key and
sends Bob his own public key.

2. Bob sends Alice his public key. Mallory intercepts this key and
sends Alice his own public key.

3. When Alice sends a message to Bob, encrypted in “Bob’s” private
key, Mallory intercepts it. Since the message is really encrypted
with his own public key, he decrypts it with his private key, re-
encrypts it with Bob’s public key, and sends it on to Bob.

4. When Bob sends a message to Alice, encrypted in “Alice’s” public
key, Mallory intercepts it. Since the message is really encrypted
with his own public key, he decrypts it with his private key, re-
encrypts it with Alice’s public key, and sends it on to Alice.. . .

[Digital signatures can foil this attack, as Trent has signed both Alice
and Bob’s public keys. This assures Alice that she is truly communicat-
ing with Bob, and vice versa; the previous protocol provides no such
assurance. In addition, Ronald Rivest and Adi Shamir’s interlock proto-
col can foil this attack.10 This protocol follows the above key-exchange
protocol, except that Alice and Bob only send half their encrypted mes-
sages to each other at one time. After the first message halves have been
sent, they send the second message halves. This prevents Mallory from
decrypting the message halves and forces him to send completely new
messages to Alice and Bob, who will likely detect his presence.]

Finally, Schneier discusses authentication, in which a user proves her identity

to some computer system (emphasis in original) [265]:

When Alice logs into a host computer. . .or any other type of [termi-
nal,] how does the host know who she is? How does the host know she
is not Eve trying to falsify Alice’s identity? Traditionally, passwords
solve this [problem:] Alice enters her password, and the host confirms
that it is correct. Both Alice and the host know this secret piece of
knowledge and the host requests it from Alice every time she tries to
log in.

[One-way functions greatly aid the authentication process, as] the
host [need not] know the [passwords: it need only distinguish] valid
passwords from invalid passwords. [Hence it only stores] one-way

10As the astute reader may have noticed, the “R” and “S” in the RSA algorithm correspond to
the last names of Rivest and Shamir, two of the algorithm’s inventors [255]. The “A” corresponds
to the last name of their co-inventor L. Adleman [255].
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functions of the [passwords, not the passwords themselves. This proto-
col is described below:]

1. Alice sends the host her password.

2. The host performs a one-way function on the password.

3. The host compares the result of the one-way function to the value
it previously stored.

[With this protocol, any damage resulting from theft of the password
list is limited. Since only the one-way function of the passwords are
stolen, the thief cannot reverse the function and recover the passwords.
However, Mallory can still generate a list of common passwords, apply
the one-way function to each of them,] steal an encrypted password
[file, and compare his values to those in the file to find matches.] This is
a dictionary attack, and [it can be very successful]. Salt is a way to make
it more difficult. Salt is a random string that is concatenated with pass-
words before [the one-way function is applied to them.] Then, both the
salt value and the result of the one-way function are stored in a database
on the host. If the number of possible salt values is large enough,
this practically eliminates a dictionary attack against commonly-used
passwords because Mallory has to generate the one-way hash for each
possible salt value.. . .

[Unfortunately, salt does not mitigate the threat of Eve listening in
on Alice’s password before it reaches the host. Alice’s password may
travel through competing firms and unfriendly countries, and Eve can
access the password at any one of these locations. If she] has access
to the [host’s processor memory,] she can see the password before the
host hashes it. Public-key cryptography can solve this problem. The
host keeps a file of every user’s public key; all users keep their own
private keys.. . .Secure [public-key authentication] protocols take the
following. . .form:11

1. Alice performs a computation based on some random numbers
and her private key and sends the result to the host.

2. The host sends Alice a different random number.

3. Alice makes some computation based on the random numbers
(both the ones she generated and the one she received from the
host) and her private key, and sends the result to the host.

4. The host does some computation on the. . .numbers received from
Alice and her public key to verify that she knows her public key.

5. If she does, her identity is verified.
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2.2 Intellectual Property

Intellectual property (IP) is pervasive in Western society. In general, there are

four types of IP: copyrights, trademarks, patents, and trade secrets. The U.S. Patent

and Trademark Office defines them as follows [327, 329]:12

[A] copyright is a form of protection provided to the authors of “orig-
inal works of authorship” including literary, dramatic, musical, artistic,
and. . .other intellectual works, both published and unpublished. The
1976 Copyright Act generally gives the owner of copyright the exclusive
right to reproduce the copyrighted work, to prepare derivative works,
to distribute copies or phonorecords13 of [it, or] to perform [or display it]
publicly.. . .A trademark is a word, name, symbol or device [that is used
to indicate the source of a product] and to distinguish [the product from
others; a service mark is analogous to a trademark, but applies to ser-
vices.]. . .A patent for an invention is the grant of a property right to the
[inventor, for 20 years from the date of filing,] issued by the Patent and
Trademark Office.. . .[A trade secret is a piece of] information that com-
panies keep secret to give them an advantage over their competitors.

Since copyright is the primary type of IP affecting TC, this section focuses on U.S.

copyright law and its implications and U.S. treaties that require other countries to

adopt IP laws similar to those in the U.S.14

U.S. copyright law is largely encoded in the 1976 Copyright Act, though the

1998 Digital Millennium Copyright Act (DMCA) and Sonny Bono Copyright Term

11These convoluted steps are necessary to prevent certain protocol attacks, the details of which
lie beyond the scope of this paper [265].

12Other nations have differing definitions of IP and laws protecting it. This paper primarily
discusses U.S. IP law, as many corporate advocates of TC are based in the U.S. Their zealous
protection of IP affects laws and treaties around the world, as will be shown.

13As the U.S. Copyright Office notes, “a phonorecord is the physical object in which works of
authorship are embodied. The word ‘phonorecord’ includes cassette tapes, CDs, LPs, 45 r.p.m disks,
as well as other formats” [332].

14Chapters 5 and 8 discusses how other IP regulations affect TC implementations.
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Extension Act (CTEA) significantly strengthen the law. The 1976 Act allows anyone

who lives or resides in the U.S. or any other nation that has signed any treaty to

claim copyright on any created work, whether or not it is published [332].15 The

“work” in question can be any “ ‘original [work] of authorship’ that [is] fixed in a

tangible form of expression” that is one of the following categories [332]:

• [Literary works, including computer programs and “compila
tions”];

• [Musical] works, including any accompanying [words;]

• [Dramatic] works, including any accompanying [music;]

• [Pantomimes] and choreographic [works;]

• [Pictorial,] graphic, and sculptural [works;]

• [Motion] pictures and other sculptural [works, including maps and
architectural plans;]

• [Sound recordings;]

• [Architectural works.]

However, the following works cannot be copyrighted (emphasis added) [332]:

• Works that have not been fixed in a tangible form of expression
([e.g.,] choreographic works that have not been notated or recorded,
or improvisational speeches or performances that have not been
written or recorded)[;]

• Titles, names, short phrases, and slogans; familiar symbols or de-
signs; mere variations of typographic ornamentation, lettering, or
coloring; mere listings of ingredients or [contents;]

• Ideas, procedures, methods, systems, processes, concepts, prin-
ciples, discoveries, or devices, as distinguished from a description,
explanation, or [illustration;]

• Works consisting entirely of information that is common property
and containing no original authorship ([e.g.,] standard calendars,
height and weight charts, tape measures and rulers, and lists or
tables taken from public documents or other common [sources.])

15Further restrictions for claiming copyright are detailed in [332]. Most of them are not applicable
to this discussion.
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The copyright owner has the rights described on page 23—with some limitations.

For instance, Section 107 of the Act allows “fair use” of copyrighted work “for

purposes such as criticism, comment, news reporting, teaching. . . ,scholarship, or

research” [331,332].16 In particular, the following criteria determine “fair use” [331]:

1. [The] purpose and character of the use, including whether such use
is of a commercial nature or is for nonprofit educational purposes;

2. [The] nature of the copyrighted work;

3. [The] amount and substantiality of the portion used in relation to
the copyrighted work as a whole; and

4. [The] effect of the use upon the potential market for or value of the
copyrighted work.

However, the passage of the DMCA greatly shifted the balance between own-

ers of copyrighted works and users thereof [339]. Among other things, the law

brought the U.S. into compliance with the World Intellectual Property Organiza-

tion (WIPO) Copyright Treaty of 1996 and criminalized the circumvention of any

digital copyright-protection technology for any purpose [339, 340].17 In particular,

the law states [177]:

No person shall circumvent a technological measure that effectively
controls access to a [copyrighted work.]. . .No person shall manufacture,
import, offer to the public, provide, or otherwise traffic in any tech-
nology, product, service, device, component, or part thereof, that. . .is
primarily designed or produced for the purpose of circumventing a
technological measure that effectively controls access to a [copyrighted
work,] has only limited commercially significant purpose or use other

16Other sections of the law (§§107–121) further restrict copyright, including clauses for non-
commercial reproduction of copyrighted works by libraries [332].

17In its own words, WIPO is “an. . .agency of the United Nations [that] is dedicated to developing a
balanced and accessible [IP] [system that] rewards creativity, stimulates innovation and contributes
to economic development while safeguarding the public interest” [351].
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than to circumvent a technological measure that effectively controls ac-
cess to a [copyrighted work,] or is marketed by that person or another
acting in concert with that person with that person’s knowledge for
use in circumventing a technological measure that effectively controls
access to a [copyrighted work.]. . .To “circumvent a technological mea-
sure” means to descramble a scrambled work, to decrypt an encrypted
work, or otherwise avoid, bypass, remove, deactivate, or impair a tech-
nological measure, without the authority of the copyright owner.. . .A
technological measure “effectively controls access to a [copyrighted]
work” if the measure, in the ordinary course of its operation, requires
the application of information, or a process or a treatment, with the
authority of the copyright owner, to gain access to the work.

The law also criminalizes the manufacture, sale, and importation of any analog

VCR that does not support automatic gain-control copy-protection technology;

this technology forms “the basis of [Macrovision’s]” copy-prevention technology

[177,340]. Though the law does make exemptions for “nonprofit libraries, archives,

and educational institutions,” reverse-engineering a computer program “for the

purpose of enabling interoperability [with] an independently created computer

program,” encryption research and security testing, the above anti-circumvention

provisions have overridden these exemptions in practice. The astute reader has

likely ascertained the DMCA’s chilling effect on technological innovation, research,

and free speech. The most salient example of DMCA abuse is the Dmitry Sklyarov

case, discussed in the next section. However, Sklyarov was not the only one

silenced by the law, which still has chilling effects today:

• Sony shut down the website aibopet.com, which contained posts by users

of the company’s Aibo robot dog that “taught” it new “tricks” [183]. One of

these “tricks” was dancing jazz [183]. Sony, however, alleged that the site’s
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dancing-jazz program circumvented the dog’s “copy protection protocol,”

and the site owner shut it down [183].

• The Recording Industry Association of America (RIAA) sent Professor Ed-

ward Felten of Princeton University a similar letter when he successfully

broke the Secure Digital Music Initiative (SDMI) encryption system. The

SDMI was an attempt by RIAA record labels to “enable content owners to

exercise much better control over their content than the Internet [originally]

granted them” [183]. The SDMI encryption system was an early attempt to

effect a “trusted” digital rights management (DRM) system, such as Apple

and Microsoft’s systems today [183].

• At present, cryptographer Niels Ferguson refuses to publish the results of

his 2001 examination of flaws in Intel’s High-Bandwidth Digital Content

Protection (HDCP) system, fearing his arrest in the United States [93, 94].

The HDCP uses encryption to “protect” high-definition content transferred

to a high-definition monitor over the Digital Visual Interface (DVI), as will

be discussed in Chapter 4 [56, 84, 99, 170]. As Ferguson routinely consults

for clients in the United States, his potential arrest for violating the DMCA

would place him in serious jeopardy [93, 94].

Several other, high-profile DMCA cases are listed in [339]. In addition, the 1998

Sonny Bono CTEA expanded copyright terms to encompass the creator’s life-

time plus 95 years thereafter [183].18 This effectively prevented then-copyrighted

18As Lawrence Lessig notes, the CTEA was “enacted in memory of the congressman and former
musician Sonny Bono, who, his widow, Mary Bono, says, believed that ‘copyrights should be
forever’ ” [183]. Indeed, Congress has expanded copyright terms many times since the original
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works from passing into the public domain, which Stanford Law School professor

Lawrence Lessig explains in his book Free Culture: How Big Media Uses Technology

and the Law to Lock Down Culture and Stifle Creativity: “At the end of a copyright

term, a work passes into the public domain. No permission is then needed to draw

upon or use that work. No permission, and, hence, no lawyers. The public domain

is a ‘lawyer-free zone’ ” [183]. The Walt Disney Company (hereafter referred to

as Disney) lobbied heavily for the law, “contributing more than $800,000 to reelec-

tion campaigns in the 1998 [election] cycle” [183]. After all, Disney’s 1928 Mickey

Mouse cartoon “Steamboat Willie” would have fallen into the public domain if the

CTEA were not signed into law [183].19 The RIAA and Motion Picture Association

of America (MPAA), lobbying organizations for their respective industries, “spent

over $1.5 million lobbying in [that same election cycle]” [183]. With the passage of

the CTEA, Mickey Mouse is still safely copyrighted—at least for 20 more years.

The RIAA and MPAA successfully lobbied—and continue to lobby—for sim-

ilar IP laws in countries worldwide. In 2001, the European Union (EU) signed

the European Union Copyright Directive (EUCD) into law, which contains anti-

circumvention provisions similar to those in the DMCA [45,340]. The EU is consid-

ering a draconian IP rights enforcement directive that, among other things, restricts

software reverse-engineering for the purpose of interoperability and mandates the

criminalization of unauthorized street-music performance [12]. Moreover, the

aforementioned associations, along with U.S. software companies, rammed a pro-

vision into the Central American Free Trade Agreement (CAFTA) that requires

1790 copyright law, which established a 14-year copyright that could be renewed once if a work
remained profitable [183].

19Just prior to the CTEA’s passage, copyright terms lasted only 70 years [183].
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signatories to ban circumvention of copy-protection technology, just as the DMCA

does [202]. Due to CAFTA’s signing, Costa Rica, the Dominican Republic, El Sal-

vador, Guatemala, Honduras, and Nicaragua must implement similar copyright

laws [202]. Lobbying by the same parties has introduced similar provisions in

“free trade” treaties with Jordan, Singapore, Chile, Morocco, Australia, Bahrain,

and Oman [70].

2.3 Digital Rights Management

Digital rights management (DRM) technology uses public-key cryptography to

restrict the use of files in accord with the wishes of IP rights-holders or corporate

policy.20 Firms widely use it to protect sensitive data and control how employees

and other parties use that data. However, DRM is more commonly used to restrict

consumers’ use of media, and, hence, it is an extremely controversial technology.

Enforcement of copyright owners’ licenses for media files and “protection” of

CDs and DVDs from illegal copying are among DRM’s use cases. As noted in

the previous section, the DMCA prohibits the circumvention of digital copyright-

protection technology; as will be shown, the law provides the “teeth” of DRM

enforcement.

20The European Standards Committee/Information Society Standardization System (CEN/ISSS)
defines DRM as “the management of rights to digital goods and content, including its confinement
to authorized use and users and the management of any consequences of that use throughout the
entire life cycle of the content” [50, 250]. (The CEN/ISSS also solicited definitions of DRM from
many other organizations; these other definitions are not used in this paper.) In general, the above
cryptography-based definition is used in this paper, and the CEN/ISSS definition is mentioned for
detailed discussion on DRM.
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Companies routinely use DRM to protect confidential data (such as trade se-

crets) and control access to it. As journalist Mike Riley explains in Dr. Dobb’s

Journal [254]:

In the corporate environment, DRM vendors enable their customers
to digitally enforce corporate information distribution and confiden-
tiality policies. Audit trails are captured and can be used to validate
business practices and keep company secrets.

While some vendors. . .offer a targeted solution for [Portable Doc-
ument Format (PDF) files] rendered on multiple operating systems,
others. . .supply broader file-type protection on a single [operating sys-
tem] (Microsoft Windows).. . .For example, [vendor] SealedMedia’s doc-
ument protection technology can be used to enforce the ISO17799 se-
curity classification, ranging from level 1 (top secret) to level 5 (public
domain) clearance. It also monitors authorized individuals when ac-
cessing a document, tracking what they can [and cannot] do with that
document (print, cut and paste, forward, and so on).

He notes that Adobe Systems and Microsoft’s “enterprise DRM” systems enforce

access-control policies on PDF and Microsoft Office files, respectively [254]. In

addition, South Korean company Fasoo offers DRM systems for workstations,

servers (including file servers) and Web sites [78, 79]. These systems consist of

“rights management servers,” which establish access controls for employees and

other parties, and “client-side” applications that connect to the servers to set or

determine document restrictions [254]. However, he found scant information on

vendor implementation details [254]:

“Many of the vendors. . .refused to disclose intimate details about how
their products work, adhering to the questionable—but widely prac-
ticed—“security through obscurity” policy. While this approach is
frowned upon by security experts and perpetuates distrust in DRM . . .
products in general, these vendors follow it to protect their own intel-
lectual property as well as that of their customers.”21

21Note that these vendors violate Kerckhoffs’ principle articulated above in section 2.1, which
increases the “brittleness” of their products’ security.
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Still, these applications are far less controversial than “protection” of digital and

optical media. Since the late 1990s, the content industry has used DRM technology

to restrict consumers’ use of legally-purchased media files, CDs, and DVDs. Ap-

ple’s FairPlay DRM and Microsoft’s Windows Media DRM (WMDRM) are applied

to music and movie files purchased from the iTunes Store and various other online

stores, respectively. FairPlay permits users to copy iTunes media files to at most five

computers and an unlimited number of iPods, burn the files (without DRM) to an

unlimited number of CDs, and “burn playlists up to seven times each” [20, 343].22

Apple does not describe FairPlay’s encryption implementation on its web site.

However, Wikipedia describes it as follows (without citing any sources) [343]:

FairPlay is a fairly simple implementation of DRM techniques. Fair-
Play-protected files are regular MP4 container files with an encrypted
AAC audio stream.23 The audio stream is encrypted using the Rijndael
algorithm in combination with MD5 hashes.24 The master key required
to decrypt the encrypted audio stream is also stored in encrypted form
in the MP4 container file. The key required to decrypt the master key is
called the “user key.”

Each time a customer uses iTunes to buy a [song] a new random
user key is generated and used to encrypt the master key. The random
user key is stored, together with the account information, on Apple’s
servers, and also sent to iTunes. iTunes stores these keys in its own
encrypted key repository. Using this key repository, iTunes is able to
retrieve the user key required to decrypt the master key. Using the
master key, iTunes is able to decrypt the AAC audio stream and play it.

22As of this writing, Apple has not licensed FairPlay to any other company. Hence, FairPlay-
protected files only play on Apple’s iPod portable media player (PMP). (Both iPod® and iTunes®
are registered trademarks of Apple, Inc. in the U.S. and/or other countries.)

23As its name implies, an MP4 file “contains” one or more Motion Picture Experts Group-4 (MPEG-
4) “media streams,” such as audio and video [290]. MPEG-4 is a media-file standard that scales
the “playback” of media files from “cell phones to. . .set-top boxes to broadcast televisions” [18].
Advanced Audio Coding (AAC) is the MPEG-4 audio compression format; songs purchased from
the iTunes Store are encoded in AAC [18, 343].

24The Rijndael (pronounced “Rhine dahl”) algorithm is used in the Advanced Encryption Stan-
dard (AES), a symmetric block cipher [234]. Full discussion of AES is beyond the scope of this
paper.
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When a user authorizes a new computer, iTunes sends a unique
machine identifier to Apple’s servers. In return it receives all the user
keys that are stored with the account information. This ensures that
Apple is able to limit the number of computers that are authorized and
makes sure that each authorized computer has all the user keys that are
needed to play the tracks that it bought.

When a user deauthorizes a computer, iTunes will instruct Apple’s
servers to remove the unique machine identifier from their database,
and at the same time it will remove all the user keys from its encrypted
key repository.

The iPod also has its own encrypted key repository. Every time a
FairPlay-protected [song] is copied onto the iPod, iTunes will copy the
user key from its own key repository to the key repository on the iPod.
This makes sure that iPod has everything it needs to play the encrypted
AAC audio stream.

At this time, it looks like the restrictions mentioned above are hard-
coded into QuickTime and the iTunes application, and not configurable
in the protected files themselves.

Unlike Apple’s FairPlay, Microsoft’s WMDRM is used by myriad online stores,

allows content owners to greatly restrict consumer use of media files, and “protects”

them on various PMPs [217]. Content owners can restrict the number of times

consumers can “play” the files, how many times they can copy the files to PMPs,

and whether or not they can “burn” the files to CD, as well as other limitations.

Microsoft describes how its DRM system works [217]:25

1. Packaging. [Microsoft’s rights management server encrypts a dig-
ital media file with a key, which is] stored in an encrypted license,
which is distributed separately.. . .Other information is added to
the digital media file, such as the URL where the license can be
acquired. The [encrypted media] file is saved in Windows Media
Audio [or Windows Media Video format with a .wma or a .wmv
file extension, respectively].

2. Distribution. The [encrypted media] file can be placed on a Web
site for download, placed on a digital media server for streaming,

25Both FairPlay and WMDRM are exclusively available to users of both Mac OS X and Microsoft
Windows [217].
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distributed on a CD, or e-mailed to consumers. [Depending on
the license, consumers can share the WMDRM-protected file with
their friends.]

3. Establishing a license server. The content [owner] chooses a li-
cense [clearinghouse] that stores the specific rights or rules of the
license. . .[and authenticates consumer license requests. System
management is streamlined by separate distribution and storage
of media files and licenses.]

4. License acquisition. To play [the encrypted] digital media file,
the [consumer—say, Alice—must] first acquire a license key to un-
lock the file. [The license acquisition process] begins automatically
when [she tries] to acquire the [encrypted media] file, acquires
a pre-delivered license, or plays the file for the first time. [Mi-
crosoft’s rights management server] either sends [her] to a registra-
tion page where information is requested or payment is required,
or “silently” retrieves [the] license from [the respective clearing-
house].

5. Playing the digital media file. To play the. . .file, [Alice] needs
a [media] player that supports [WMDRM. She] can then play the
file according to the rules or rights that are included in the [license,
such as limitations on] start times and dates, duration, and counted
operations ([e.g., the file may only be played once on one computer
during a weekend]). Licenses, however, are not transferable. If
[she] sends [the encrypted] media file to [Bob, he] must acquire
[his] own license to play [it]. This PC-by-PC licensing scheme
ensures that [WMDRM-protected media files] can only be played
by [computers that have acquired the respective license keys] for
that file.

WMDRM uniquely “ties” each media player to its “host computer” so “any com-

promised player can be identified and disabled in the licensing process” [217]. It

allows license issuers to “blacklist” applications (such as those with faulty DRM

components) and “chain together” individual licenses so they can be updated

by a single “root license”; this facilitates subscription business models, as only

the root license need by updated after Alice renews her subscription [217]. On
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Windows Millennium Edition (ME) and XP, WMDRM uses Microsoft’s Secure Au-

dio Path technology to encrypt audio “traveling” between the media player and

sound card, thereby preventing “sniffing” of a protected media file’s audio after it

“leaves” the media player [210,217]. In their licenses, content owners can demand

that consumers support this “feature,” thereby forcing them to use Windows ME or

XP [210].26 In addition, the Windows Media Data Session Toolkit, which is part of

WMDRM, can protect media files on CDs and DVDs with the requisite licenses so

Alice, Bob, and others can play the files on their computers [211].27 Like Apple, Mi-

crosoft does not divulge its DRM encryption implementation. However, Wikipedia

states that an early DRM system for Windows Media Audio used “a combination

of elliptic curve cryptography key exchange, [DES and] a custom block cipher, [the]

RC4 stream [cipher,] and the SHA-1 hashing function” [217, 344].28

DRM technologies also restrict consumers’ use of optical media, such as CDs

and DVDs. Historically, the recording industry has included copy-prevention

software on their labels’ CDs to hinder copyright infringement.29 Initially, the

labels hired DRM vendors to intentionally introduce errors on CDs that made them

uncopyable [141]. Some of these CDs damaged Apple iMac CD-ROM drives or

26This restriction presages Microsoft’s content-protection measures in Windows Vista, which are
discussed in Chapter 5.

27The Windows Media Data Session Toolkit is used in combination with the infamous Sony BMG
DRM systems, as will be discussed below [140].

28Elliptic curve cryptography is a type of public-key cryptography based, as one might imagine,
on the algebra of elliptic curves [342]. Further details on it and these algorithms are beyond the
scope of this paper.

29This software was included on many CDs produced by the four “major” recording companies—
Universal Music, Sony BMG, EMI Group, and Warner Music Group—who own these record labels
[150]. Their labels produce 70% of the music sold worldwide [150]. Of course, this software
also violates users’ fair-use rights to “rip” their legally-purchased music and movies onto their
computers and store them on portable devices.
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rendered other drives inoperable until the computer was rebooted [141].30 Still, this

“protection” was straightforward to bypass until 2005, when Sony BMG released

millions of DRM-protected CDs that, among other things, installed software on

users’ computers without permission [140]. The CDs contained the Windows DRM

software XCP and MediaMax, which were created by the firms First4Internet and

SunnComm, respectively [140]. These DRM systems deserve closer examination,

as they ultimately led to class-action litigation against Sony BMG, which forced the

recall of millions of CDs [140]. Princeton University researchers Ed Felten and J.

Alex Halderman examined this software in detail and describe its functionality as

follows [140]:

• Both XCP and MediaMax use the Windows “autorun feature” to load “active

protection” software to prevent users from copying songs to their comput-

ers.31 XCP launches an “installer” program that displays a license agreement

and continually compares the system’s executing programs against a “black-

list” of known CD-ripping programs. If one or more matches is found, the

installer demands that the user close the programs within 30 seconds, and if

any of these programs are still running after that time, “the installer ejects the

CD and quits.” MediaMax installs the driver sbcphid.sys as a service in the

Windows registry, and, under some circumstances, launches the service every

time Windows boots. MediaMax does this regardless of the user’s acceptance

of its license agreement.

30iMac® is a registered trademark of Apple, Inc. in the U.S. and/or other countries.
31This “feature,” exclusive to the Microsoft Windows operating system, automatically executes

the program(s) whose name(s) are listed in the autorun.inf file on the CD when the user inserts it
in his CD-ROM drive [140].
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• Both XCP- and MediaMax-protected CDs use “passive protection” that “ex-

ploits subtle differences between the way computers [and ordinary CD play-

ers] read CDs” such that the former “see” only the DRM software on the CD

but the latter “see” only audio songs. This prevents “ripper applications that

use the Windows audio CD driver” from copying the audio.

• The XCP and MediaMax active protection software “install a background

process that interposes itself between applications and the [Windows CD

audio driver]” to prevent other programs from copying the DRM-protected

CD audio. In both DRM systems, this process is one or more kernel-mode

drivers: XCP’s drivers, crater.sys and cor.sys, “attach to the CD-ROM

and IDE devices”, whereas MediaMax’s driver, sbcphid.sys, only attaches

itself to the CD-ROM drive. Both sets of drivers examine CDs to determine

if they are protected by the respective DRM system, “monitor for attempts

to read the audio [tracks, such as] during a playback, rip, or disc copy oper-

ation, and corrupt the audio returned by the drive to degrade the listening

experience.. . .XCP replaces the audio with random [noise, whereas] Media-

Max introduces a large amount of random jitter.” It is noteworthy that these

“disc recognition” technologies not only detect the “original” disc contain-

ing the DRM software, but any other disc protected with XCP or MediaMax,

respectively. XCP also installs a “rootkit,” which “conceals any file, process,

or registry key whose name begins with the prefix $sys$.. . .The rootkit is a

kernel-level driver named $sys$aries that [loads whenever the computer

boots]” and modifies “system calls” to block the aforementioned files, pro-

cesses, or registry keys.
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• XCP and MediaMax use the Windows Media Data Session Toolkit with pro-

prietary media players on the CD to allow users to listen to the songs. The

players also provide “access to ‘bonus content,’ such as album art, liner notes,

song lyrics, and links to artist web sites.” The players allow users to burn a

certain number of CD copies (usually 3) and rip tracks to their computers in

DRM-protected Windows Media files. The files are associated with licenses

that only allow them to be transferred to WMDRM-supported portable devices

or ripped to CD; the files cannot be transferred to another computer. Moreover,

the players “phoned home” to connected.sonymusic.com (for XCP-protected

CDs) or license.sunncomm2.com (for MediaMax-protected CDs) without user

consent, identifying the album via a unique code.

Moreover, uninstallers provided by First4Internet and SunnComm executed a pro-

prietary ActiveX control, one of whose parameters was an arbitrary URL “of a DLL

file containing code to uninstall” the respective DRM system; this control could

be used to execute arbitrary attacker code [140]. Public outcry over XCP and Me-

diaMax ultimately led to the aforementioned litigation against Sony BMG. Finally,

all “major” record labels abandoned DRM on audio CDs as of January 2007 [238].

Nonetheless, DRM is still widely used on DVDs, both current- and next-generation

(HD DVD and Blu-ray). Under the aegis of the DVD Copy Control Association

(DVD-CCA), DVDs have been encrypted with the Content Scramble System (CSS)

“to deter piracy” [4]. Though CSS was originally broken in 1999 by “an anony-

mous German hacker,” the Norwegian Jon Lech Johansen is usually associated

with the break, especially due to his work on DeCSS, a program that removes the

CSS encryption [4]. He wrote DeCSS to exercise his fair-use rights to view DVDs
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on his GNU/Linux operating system.32 The Norwegian content industry charged

him multiple times for copyright violations, but he was ultimately acquitted [4,25].

His success in cracking CSS was due in part to the cipher’s poor design. As Nate

Anderson of Ars Technica explains, “DVD players are factory-built with a set of

keys. When a DVD is inserted, the player runs through every key it knows until

one unlocks the disk. Once this disc key is known, the player uses it to retrieve

a title key from the disc. This title key actually allows the player to unscram-

ble the disc’s contents” [4]. Though CSS is a 40-bit stream cipher, the maximum

allowed under U.S. cryptographic export restrictions at the time, a cryptanalytic

attack succeeded in recovering the title key in 18 seconds—on a 450 MHz Pentium III

processor [4,301]. DVD descramblers rapidly proliferated on the Internet [4]. How-

ever, Hollywood—and the DVD-CCA—learned greatly from their mistakes: CSS’

successor, the Advanced Access Content System (AACS), is far more robust than

its predecessor. Both HD DVD and Blu-ray high-definition discs are “protected”

using AACS [4]. AACS makes pervasive use of 128-bit AES, which Steve Gibson

calls “our state-of-the-art crypto” [132]. Just as the DVD-CCA issued title keys to

DVD players, the AACS Licensing Authority (AACS-LA) issues device keys to HD

DVD and Blu-ray players [4]. But AACS uses an advanced cryptographic technique

called subset-difference revocation to revoke “compromised” device keys once they

are made public, which prevents players with those keys from reading successive

HD DVD and Blu-ray movies [4, 165].33 As Anderson explains, “AACS-encrypted

32The DVD Copy Control Association (DVD-CCA) requires signature of a license agreement
and payment of fees before revealing CSS details [4, 67]. The DVD-CCA charges $500 to view
technical specifications and annual license fees from $5,200 to $15,400, which many open-source
Linux projects cannot afford [67].

33In his Security Now! podcast with TechTV’s Leo Laporte, Gibson also notes that HD DVD and
Blu-ray players use AES hashes, digital signatures, and public-key exchange [132]. He adds that
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discs will feature a Media Key Block [(MKB)] that all players need to access in order

to get the key needed to decrypt the video files on the disc. The MKB can be updated

by AACS-LA to prevent certain sets of Device Keys from functioning with future

titles—a feature that AACS dubs ‘revocation’ ” [4]. AACS has a “flag,” the Image

Constraint Token (ICT), that, when set by Hollywood studios, will “degrade” high-

definition video on analog displays [4,27]. AACS has a Managed Copy feature that

allows users to make copies of high-definition discs without violating the DMCA

(though studios may charge for this) [4,97]. Blu-ray discs also support BD+, which

allows the Blu-ray encryption algorithm to dynamically update itself if a cipher

is broken, and ROM Mark, which uniquely watermarks discs to deter commercial

piracy [4]. Anderson adds that “all Blu-ray mastering equipment must be licensed

by the [Blu-ray Disc Assocation], [which] will ensure that all of it carries ROM Mark

technology” [4]. However, AACS’ protection may crumble soon. In January 2007,

a hacker known as “Muslix” released BackupHDDVD, a program that decrypts

HD DVDs given the disc’s title key, which software players like PowerDVD and

WinDVD supposedly “leave” decrypted in memory [86, 90, 105].34 “Muslix” has

since reported success in decrypting a Blu-ray disc [251]. It is noteworthy that

neither format has been “cracked,” as a hardware player’s device key is necessary to

compute the title key and published device keys can be revoked [86,105,251]. More-

over, AACS-LA can track down the compromised player, as Halderman explains

(emphasis added) [138]:

the cryptography greatly degrades player performance: first-generation players took over a minute
“to register the arrival of the disk” after it was inserted, whereas current-generation players only
take 15 seconds [132].

34Many HD DVD title keys are available from websites such as hdkeys.com and aacskeys.com,
and Blu-ray title keys are available online as well [90, 251].
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[An attacker can] keep his device keys secret and create a web site
where people can upload header information from discs they want to
decrypt. Then he would use his device keys to extract the title keys from
those headers and post the title keys back to the site—a sophisticated
attacker might automate this process. Cryptographers call this kind of
site a decryption oracle.

As it turns out, the designers of AACS anticipated decryption ora-
cles, so the system includes a way to track down and blacklist the device
keys used to operate them. This process is called “traitor tracing,” and
it works roughly like this: [AACS-LA] creates a phony disc header that
can be decrypted by about half of the possible devices. ([It] just [needs]
the header, so there’s no need to press an actual disc.) [AACS-LA up-
loads] this to the oracle and [sees] whether it can find the title key.
The result lets [AACS-LA] narrow down which devices the oracle’s key
might have come from. [It] repeats the process, creating a new header
that will reduce the set of suspects by half again. With a few of these
probes, [it] can home in on the oracle’s device keys.

([Of course,] the oracle might know keys from more than one device,
[try] to trick [AACS-LA] by pretending it can’t decrypt certain headers
when it really can, [etc].)

In a game-theoretic analysis of an attacker’s publication of title keys, Felten and

Halderman argue that an attacker has an incentive to limit the number of title keys

he publishes at any one time to avoid blacklisting [139]. More importantly, “the

attacker’s best strategy is to withhold any newly discovered [player compromise]

until a ‘release window’. . .has passed since the last time [a player was blacklisted],”

which is not unlike Hollywood’s “release window” strategy of releasing movies to

maximize revenue [88,90]. Ultimately, they argue, studios will only collect a small

fraction of the revenue they could collect based on the “marginal value of [AACS]

protection” [88].35

35However, their model assumes that AACS-LA and the attacker are rational actors, which is
unlikely in reality [88]. For instance, if a large number of title keys are leaked online, the movie
studios may sue “attackers” en masse to “set an example” and deter future attackers from publishing
keys [88]. Indeed, AACS-LA is threatening legal action against those who post a new crack online
that threatens AACS’ security [102, 253].
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As astute readers have likely deduced, the creation, uploading, and use of any

DRM-circumvention software violates the DMCA, as exemplified in the Dmitry

Sklyarov case. Sklyarov, an ElcomSoft programmer, was arrested by the FBI in July

2001 after he gave a talk at the DefCon conference “about his company’s Advanced

eBook Processor, software designed to crack [DRM] protections on Adobe Systems’

[electronic books]” [42,179].36 After programmers around the world rallied behind

him, Adobe declined to prosecute him [42]. The U.S. government also “dropped

charges against [him], but only under the condition that he cooperate with [its]

case against [ElcomSoft]” [4]. At his trial, he explained that he never meant for

the software to be used illegally, and a “jury acquitted ElcomSoft of all counts”

on December 17, 2002 [42]. Though he was freed immediately thereafter, the case

established a legal precedent for prosecution of those who wrote, distributed, and

used software that circumvented DRM of any kind [4]. As noted by Colleen Pouliot,

Adobe’s general counsel, “ElcomSoft’s Advanced eBook Processor is no longer

available in the United States, and from that perspective the DMCA worked”;

indeed, ElcomSoft does not sell the software anymore [4, 69]. The law’s “chilling

effects” extend beyond the Sklyarov case. In 2000, the MPAA sued the hacker

magazine 2600 after the latter published Jon Johansen’s DeCSS code, and a federal

district court ruled that even linking to or publishing the code violated copyright

law; the ruling was upheld on appeal [143]. Since the DMCA prohibits “trafficking”

36Among other products, Adobe makes electronic book (eBook, e-book) software that allows book
publishers to specify if users can copy, print, and “read aloud” from the e-book [183]. (“Read aloud”
refers the computer “speaking” the text of the book via text-to-speech conversion [183].) Publishers
may also specify if the book may be “lent” or “given” to someone else as well as how many times
text may be selected and pages printed [183]. However, these restrictions do not always match the
realities of copyright: Lessig points out that Adobe forbids users from copying text from, printing,
lending, or reading aloud from Lewis Carroll’s book Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland, which is in
the public domain!
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in tools that circumvent copyright-protection systems, discussing weaknesses in

these systems is verboten, as illustrated in the Felten and Ferguson examples in

Section 2.2.

Unlike DRM proponents, which view the technology as a sensible means of

protecting IP, critics allege that:

• DRM stifles competition;

• DRM is bad for business;

• DRM is not standardized;

• DRM (unfairly) strips users of their rights; and

• DRM is simply unworkable [185, 341].

Electronic Frontier Foundation activist Cory Doctorow argues that Apple’s hugely

successful iTunes Store, whose songs only play on the company’s iPod PMP, locks

customers in to a single vendor [66]. Due to the DMCA, he claims, it is illegal to

reverse-engineer any copyright-protection system for any reason, even a legal one,

and Apple exploits this to “add new restrictions to the songs its customers have

already purchased” [66]! Small wonder Anderson proclaims that “DRM’s best

friend might just be [Apple, Inc],” since DRM, combined with Apple’s tight iTunes

Store/iTunes/iPod integration, helps the company maintain its de facto monopoly in

the digital-music sales market [7].37 In a talk with Microsoft Research, Doctorow

explains how DRM hurts business [63]:

37Ironically, as of this writing, Apple CEO Steve Jobs claims that Apple would gladly sell DRM-
free music through the iTunes Store if the record labels agreed to do so [5, 166]. Yet Apple refuses
to sell DRM-free music from Canadian record label Nettwerk “even when Nettwerk artists like the
Barenaked Ladies approve” [5]. On the other hand, rival store Yahoo Music has sold several DRM-
free songs by EMI artists Norah Jones and Relient K, and hopes to sell all EMI songs without DRM
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This is the worst of all the ideas embodied by DRM: that people who
make [record players] should be able to [specify] whose records you can
listen to, and that people who make records should have a veto over the
design of [record players].

We’ve never had this principle: in fact, we’ve always had just the
reverse. Think about all the things that can be plugged into a parallel or
serial interface, which were never envisioned by their inventors. Our
strong economy and rapid innovation are byproducts of the ability of
anyone to make anything that plugs into anything else:. . .[they make]
billionaires out of nerds.

The courts affirm this again and again. It used to be illegal to plug
anything that didn’t come from AT&T into your [phone jack]. They
claimed that this was for the safety of the network, but [it was really
designed to prop up AT&T’s “phone rental fee” racket].

When that ban was struck down, it created the market for third-party
phone equipment, from talking novelty phones to answering machines
to cordless handsets to [headsets—billions] of dollars of economic activ-
ity that had been [suppressed] by the closed interface. [AT&T benefited
from this from making phone kits.]

Moreover, critics claim, DRM systems limit interoperability and standardization

[245]. For example, DVD “region codes” allow DVDs to be played only in the part

of the world corresponding to the code, and one cannot play FairPlay-encrypted

songs in Windows Media Player or WMDRM-encrypted songs in iTunes; those who

wish to do so must (illegally) circumvent the DRM [66, 245]. The argument that

DRM systems strip users of rights—especially fair-use rights—is self-explanatory.

by the end of 2007 [28, 29]. In a recent Jupiter Research survey of European record executives, over
half of the executives “[think] that current DRM systems are too restrictive. . .[and] that dropping
DRM and releasing music files that can be enjoyed on any MP3 player would boost [general digital
music sales]” [32]. In response to Jobs, Macrovision CEO Fred Amoroso argues that DRM should
be applied to all media, DRM increases consumer value and electronic distribution of content,
and DRM systems “[need] to be interoperable and open”—a point to be discussed shortly [2].
In April 2007, EMI started selling its songs at the iTunes Store in a high-fidelity, DRM-free AAC
format for $1.29 per song, 30¢more than the “standard” low-fidelity DRM-protected AAC format
songs that EMI will still sell [91]. Other record companies may soon follow suit, according to one
executive [175].
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Indeed, Ken Fisher of Ars Technica claims “[DRM is] now a behavioral modifica-

tion scheme that permits this, prohibits that, monitors you, and auto-expires when.

Oh, and sometimes you can. . .watch a video or listen to some music.. . .In a nut-

shell: DRM’s sole purpose is to maximize revenues by minimizing your rights and selling

them back to you” (emphasis in original) [104]. He cites a BusinessWeek article that

explains why Hollywood studios will not sell their films through the iTunes Store;

in that article, an anonymous studio executive said that “[Steve Jobs’] user rules

just scare the heck out of us” [104, 136]. The executive was referring to “Apple’s

video iPod [DRM] scheme, [in which] folks can share their [iTunes-purchased]

flicks with as many as three other iPod users” [136]. As Fisher puts it, “[three] de-

vices authorized for playback is too many, and the studios apparently believe this

is ‘just as bad’ as piracy. Hollywood believes that iTunes Store customers will add

their buddies’ devices to their authorization list, and like evil communists, they’ll

share what they have purchased” [104]. Due to DRM’s erosion of users’ rights, it

should surprise no one that the Free Software Foundation (FSF) calls the technology

“Digital Restrictions Management” [109].38 ZDNet executive editor David Berlind

calls DRM “[Content Restriction, Annulment, and Protection]” [35].39 In addition,

as Doctorow, Schneier, and even Microsoft researchers explain, DRM systems are

simply unworkable, digital copy prevention is futile, and DRM is ineffective with

respect to ubiquitous file-sharing networks, respectively [37, 63, 266]. In his Mi-

crosoft Research talk, Doctorow describes why these systems fail [63] (emphasis

added):

38The FSF calls TC “Treacherous Computing” for reasons we will examine in Chapters 5 and 8.
39One can easily deduce the associated acronym, which is precisely Berlind’s point.
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In DRM, the attacker is also the recipient.. . .Alice sells Bob a DVD. She
sells [him] a DVD player. The DVD has a movie on [it—say Pirates of
the Caribbean—and] it’s enciphered with [the CSS algorithm]. The DVD
player has a CSS [descrambler].

Now, let’s take stock of what’s a secret here: the cipher [(CSS)] is
well-known. The ciphertext [(the encrypted DVD)] is most assuredly
in enemy hands. . . . So what? As long as the key is secret from the
attacker, we’re golden.

But there’s the rub. Alice wants Bob to buy Pirates of the Caribbean
from her. [He] will only buy [it] if he can descramble the CSS-encrypted
[video] on his DVD player. Otherwise, the disc is only useful to Bob as
a drinks-coaster. So Alice has to provide [Bob—the attacker—with] the
key, the cipher and the ciphertext.. . .

DRM systems are broken in minutes, sometimes days.. . .[They are
broken because they] share a common vulnerability: they provide their
attackers with ciphertext, the cipher, and the key. At this point, the
secret isn’t a secret anymore.

Schneier most clearly elucidates the realities behind DRM and why, in his opinion,

digital copy prevention is futile (emphasis added) [266]:

The entertainment industry sees services like [the former, illegal]
Napster as the death of its business, and it’s using every [possible]
technical and legal means. . .to prevail against them. They want to
implement widespread copy prevention of digital files, so that people
can view or listen to content on their [computers] but can’t copy or
distribute it.

Abstractly, it is an impossible task. All entertainment media on the
Internet. . .is just bits: ones and zeros. Bits are inherently copyable, easily and
repeatedly. If you have a digital [file,] you can make as many copies of that file
as you want, do whatever you want with the copies. This is a natural law
of the digital world, and makes copying on the Internet different from
copying [brand-name goods].

What the entertainment industry is trying to do is use technology to
contradict that natural law. They want a practical way to make copying
hard enough to save their existing business. But they are doomed to
fail.. . .Fifteen years of software copy protection has taught us that, with
enough motivation, any copy protection [scheme—even] those based
on [hardware—can] be broken.. . .

[The entertainment industry] tries to build [DRM] solutions that
work against average users and most hackers. This fails because of
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a second natural law of the digital world: the ability of software to en-
capsulate skill. A safe that can keep out 99.9% of all burglars works,
because the safe will rarely encounter a burglar with enough skill. But
a copy protection scheme with similar characteristics will not, because
that one-in-a-thousand hacker can encode his break into software and
then distribute it.. . .

The entertainment industry is responding in two ways. First, it
is trying to control the users’ computers. CSS is an encryption scheme,
and protects DVDs by encrypting their contents.. . .[It was broken by
attacking] the video stream after decryption. This is the Achilles’ heel of
all [encryption-based] content protection [schemes]: the display device
must contain the decryption key in order to work.. . .

The entertainment industry is trying to turn your computer into an
Internet Entertainment Console, where they, not you, have control over
your hardware and software.. . .

The industry’s second response is to enlist the legal system. [Legislation
such as the DMCA] made it illegal to reverse-engineer copy protection
schemes. Programs such as the one that broke CSS are illegal to write
or distribute under the DMCA. This is failing because of a third natural
law of the digital world: the lack of political boundaries. The DMCA is a
U.S. law, and does not affect any of the hundreds of other countries on
the Internet. And while similar laws could be passed in many countries,
they would never have the global coverage it needs to be successful.

More legal maneuvering is in the works. The entertainment industry
is now trying to pin liability on Internet service providers. The next
logical step is to require all digital content to be registered, and to make
recording and playback equipment without embedded copy protection
illegal. All in an attempt to do the impossible: to make digital content
uncopyable.

The end result will be failure. All digital copy protection schemes
can be broken, and once they are, the breaks will be distributed. . .law
or no law. Average users will be able to download these tools from Web
sites that the laws have no jurisdiction over. Pirated digital content will
be generally available on the Web. Everyone will have access.

The industry’s only solution is to accept the inevitable. Unrestricted
distribution is a natural law of digital content, and those who figure out
how to leverage that natural law will make money.. . .

Digital files cannot be made uncopyable, any more than water can be
made not wet. The entertainment industry’s two-pronged offensive will
have far-reaching [effects—its] enlistment of the legal system erodes
fair use and necessitates increased surveillance, and its attempt to turn
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computers into an Internet Entertainment Platform destroys the very
thing that makes computers so [useful—but the offensive] will fail in its
intent.

In a 2002 ACM DRM Workshop paper, Microsoft researchers Peter Biddle, Paul

England, Marcus Peinado, and Bryan Willman argue that DRM is ineffective in

light of

the darknet—a collection of networks and technologies used to share
digital content. The darknet is not a separate physical network but an
application and protocol layer riding on existing networks. Examples
of darknets are peer-to-peer [(P2P)] file sharing, CD and DVD copying,
and key or password sharing on email and newsgroups.. . .The idea of
the darknet is based upon three assumptions:

1. Any widely distributed [piece of content] will be available to a
fraction of [users who will copy content] in a form that permits
copying.

2. [These users] will copy [content] if it is possible and interesting to
do so.

3. [These users] are connected by high-bandwidth channels.

(emphasis in original) [37].

They trace the rise of the darknet from “small world” networks of friends sharing

content to unauthorized Web and FTP content servers to P2P networks and examine

DRM systems, which aim to inhibit darknet content sharing [37]. These systems

have the following content-protection responsibilities [37]:

A [classical DRM] system is one in which a client obtains content
in protected (typically encrypted) form, with a license that specifies the
uses to which the content may be put.. . .The license and the wrapped
content are presented to the DRM system whose responsibility is to
ensure that:

1. The client cannot remove the encryption from the file and send it
to a [peer;]
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2. The client cannot “clone” its DRM system to make it run on another
[host;]

3. The client obeys the rules set out in the DRM [license; and]

4. The client cannot separate the rules from the payload.

Advanced DRM systems may go further.

However, they conclude that DRM systems are mostly ineffective and even impede

(legal) commerce in DRM-protected files (strong emphasis added, emphasis in

original) [37]:

DRM systems are limited to protecting the content they contain.
Beyond [the first darknet assumption], it is not impacted by DRM sys-
tems. [With respect to this assumption,] DRM design details, such as
properties of [tamper-resistant DRM client software,] may be. . .less rel-
evant than the question [of] whether the current darknet has a global
database. In the presence of an infinitely efficient darknet—which al-
lows instantaneous transmission of [content] to all interested users—
even sophisticated DRM systems are inherently ineffective. On the other
hand, if the darknet [consists] of isolated small worlds, even [“break-
once, break-everywhere”] DRM systems are highly effective.

There is evidence that the darknet will continue to exist and provide
[low-cost], high-quality service to [many consumers, and, hence,] in
many markets, [it] will be a competitor to legal commerce.. . .[Stronger
DRM systems] may act as a disincentive to legal commerce. Consider an
MP3 file sold on a web site: this costs money, but the purchased object
is as useful as a version acquired from the darknet. However, a. . .DRM-
wrapped song is strictly less attractive: although the industry is striving
for flexible licensing rules, customers will be restricted in their actions if
the system is to provide meaningful security. This means that a vendor
will probably make more money by selling unprotected [content] than
protected [content]. In short, if you are competing with the darknet,
you must compete on the darknet’s own terms:. . .convenience and
low cost rather than additional security.

Subsequent chapters describe how TC can be used—and abused—to “turn com-

puters into an Internet Entertainment Platform” and make digital files uncopyable,

but also greatly enhance computer security under users’ control [266].
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CHAPTER 3

TC OVERVIEW

This chapter precisely defines the term “trusted computing” and explores its

raisons d’être, especially with respect to “secure” DRM platforms. In addition, the

five primary TC technologies—the endorsement key (EK), sealed storage, memory

curtaining, secure input and output (I/O), and remote attestation—are explored.

3.1 Definition of “Trusted Computing”

It is difficult to precisely define the term “trusted computing,” as the notion

of “trust” embodied in TC diverges from the vernacular meaning thereof. In

the case of TC, “trust” refers to a trusted system, which “is a system that can

be relied on to follow certain rules” [300, 348]. In his Crypto-Gram newsletter,

Schneier adds that “[the Department of Defense’s] definition of a trusted system

is one that can break your security policy; i.e., a system that you are forced to

trust because you have no choice” (emphasis added) [267]. However, a trusted

system is not necessarily trustworthy. For example, Alice may trust Trent to keep

her health care records private, but then Trent sells them online. In this case,

Trent is a trusted system, though he is certainly not trustworthy! To compound

the confusion, there are several terms similar to “trusted computing” that have
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very different meanings. For instance, Microsoft’s term “Trustworthy Computing”

refers to its focus on providing safer and more reliable computing platforms, and

the Free Software Foundation’s (FSF’s) term “Treacherous Computing” reflects

the latter’s opposition to trusted computing technologies [109, 230].40 In order

to understand the meaning of TC, it is useful to examine the TCG’s definition

thereof: “hardware and software behave as intended” [320].41 One immediately

questions who wants the hardware and software to behave in accord with his or

her intentions. For instance, a software vendor may wish that people only use its

software in accord with the license agreement and not copy or reverse-engineer

files; a content owner may wish that people who buy its media files only use them

in accord with the respective licenses. Hence, “trusted” computers must include

mechanisms to facilitate mandatory access and usage controls, such as those DRM

systems described in section 2.3. Yet these systems are easily broken, albeit illegally,

by software attacks, and hardware-based security is therefore necessary to enforce

access and usage controls [4, 147].42 Based on the TCG definition, the term trusted

computing may now be defined as “a computing paradigm that uses hardware- and

software-based security mechanisms to ensure that hardware and software act in

accord with the intentions of a party who may not be the user of a computer system.”

This definition is used in the remainder of the paper.

40Throughout the rest of this paper, the acronym TC refers to trusted computing, not any of the
“alternative” terms described above.

41It is noteworthy that the TCG defines trust as “the expectation that a device will behave in a
particular manner for a specific purpose” [323]. The TCG defines a Trusted Computing Platform as
“a computing platform that can be trusted to report its properties” [323].

42For instance, hackers “broke” Apple’s iTunes DRM and Microsoft’s WMDRM several times
[147]. As illustrated in section 2.3, they also broke Adobe’s e-book DRM and CSS. Furthermore,
DRM-“protected” audio and video can be “captured” using programs like Streamripper and Cam-
tasia Studio, respectively [147].
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3.2 TC’s Raisons d’Être

TC primarily came into existence to greatly enhance the security of computer

systems, especially in light of massive identity theft, theft of sensitive data, and

software attacks [318]. Among TC’s many uses—and abuses—are robust DRM

enforcement, prevention of cheating in online games and auctions, and mitigation

of malware attacks [348]. Robust DRM enforcement is perhaps TC’s most likely

(ab)use, which is discussed in detail later in this section. The other TC “use cases”

are immediately apparent from the discussion of primary TC technologies in the

next section. Before describing DRM enforcement, it is useful to briefly discuss

several threats computer users face today to “provide context” for TC’s adoption.

Since these threats—and corresponding attacks—continually evolve, the following

discussion is by no means exhaustive.

As mentioned in Chapter 1, computer users face a wide variety of security

threats. Initially, these threats were confined to viruses, worms, and spyware,

but they have since evolved.43 Miscreants use “social engineering” tactics when

they send e-mails purportedly from a financial institution or other company to

entice users to enter credit card numbers and other sensitive information. More

troublingly, these people entice users to execute purportedly useful, but malicious,

e-mail attachments or other programs that give the attackers complete control

43Definitions for “virus,” “worm,” and “spyware” are given in [154]. A virus was, “originally,
computer code that inserts itself into another program and replicates when the host software
runs” [154]. Now, “viruses” encompass worms and “Trojan horse” programs; the term “Trojan
horse” is defined on page 52 [154]. A worm is “self-replicating code that automatically spreads
across a network [154]. Spyware is “software that reveals private information about the user or
computer system to eavesdroppers” [154].
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of users’ computers [154]!44 These programs, or Trojan horses, can also install

“keyloggers,” which transmit users’ keystrokes over the Internet to a third party; a

recent McAfee white paper blames keyloggers in part for the recent surge in identity

theft [248]. As one might imagine, businesses face similar threats, too. In particular,

attackers (perhaps industrial spies) have launched “targeted attacks” against them

since 2006 to steal confidential information [155]. The attack vectors are e-mails

that contain Microsoft Office documents; when the documents are opened, Office

executes arbitrary programs from the Internet [155].

In this climate, one can easily see why plans to secure computer platforms, in-

cluding TC, are welcome. Certainly, its proponents—including International Data

Corporation, the Enterprise Strategy Group, Endpoint Technologies Associates,

and, of course, the TCG—laud TC’s capability to protect provide tighter enterprise

security and even stop rootkits from spreading across a network [167,256,286,322].

But an equally compelling use of TC is rigorous DRM license enforcement, espe-

cially since a purchaser of a DRM-protected media file does not actually own the file

he purchased! Rather, as researchers Jason Reid and William Caelli of Australia’s

Queensland University of Technology point out (emphasis in original) [250]:

The essential premise of DRM is that a rights owner wishes to license
digital content ([that] is represented as. . .bits) to a licensee or customer
who agrees to be bound by the terms of the license. Note that the
customer is not buying the bits themselves. Rather, they are buying the
right to use the bits in a defined and restricted manner, as [authorized]
in the terms of the license. Hence the license defines a type of usage
policy.

44Frequently, these malicious programs download software that allows remote attackers to com-
mandeer the computer, along with many other compromised computers, to attack web sites, among
other nefarious purposes [43]. These computer networks are known as botnets [43]. [43], which is
co-written by the author, explains the botnet threat in much greater detail.
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Yet, as Doctorow points out on 44, the DRM-protected media file must be decrypted

before the purchaser can view or listen to it [250]. This caveat allows “capture” pro-

grams like Streamripper and Camtasia Studio to “record” the files’ audio and/or

video, thereby bypassing the content owner’s access controls embodied in the

repesctive files’ licenses. Reid and Caelli note that “consequently, to reliably en-

force typical DRM policies, it must not be possible for the platform user to access

the plaintext bits that represent the content, despite the. . .reality that the [computing]

platform is under the user’s direct control” (emphasis added) [250]. Then, one can

argue, as Mark Stefik did in the Berkeley Technology Law Journal, trusted systems

are a precondition for robust DRM [300]. Stefik’s definition of a trusted system

is the same definition thereof presented in Section 3.1, except that “in the context

of digital works, a trusted system follows rules governing the terms, conditions,

and fees for using [them]” [250, 300]. These terms for using a “digital work” are

analogous to the rules in the DRM license for a media file as described by Biddle et

al. on page 47 and reproduced below for clarity [37]:

1. The client cannot remove the encryption from the file and send it to a [peer;]

2. The client cannot “clone” its DRM system to make it run on another [host;]

3. The client obeys the rules set out in the DRM [license; and]

4. The client cannot separate the rules from the payload.

In practice, the file’s purchaser can easily violate these rules, perhaps for legal

reasons (such as converting the DRM-protected file to an “unprotected” file format

for personal, fair use). Therefore, to enforce the DRM license, the trusted system must
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set firm, fine-grained controls that specify how the user may access the file—and

enforce the controls.45 These types of controls are called mandatory access controls

(MACs), as the (trusted) computer system must enforce them and the user cannot

override them [270]. They stand in stark contrast to controls implemented on most

“mainstream” operating systems (OSes), such as Windows and most versions of

Linux, in which the user can change file access privileges at his discretion [250].

Hence, these latter controls are called discretionary access controls (DACs). MAC

enforcement on a trusted system relies on two key concepts—a reference monitor

and a trusted computing base (TCB)—as Schneier explains in his book Secrets and

Lies [250, 270]:

• Reference monitor. A piece of software that mediates all accesses
to objects by subjects.46 When some process makes an operating
system call, the reference monitor halts the process and figures out
whether the call should be allowed or forbidden. . . .47

• Trusted computing base. All the protection mechanisms inside
the computer—hardware, firmware, operating system, software
applications, everything—that are responsible for enforcing the
security policy. That is, some administrator somewhere tells the
computer what is supposed to be secured from whom in what
way (that’s the security policy), and the trusted computing base
enforces it.

45More generally, these controls are part of a “larger” security policy [270]. For instance, the user
may allow other users to read “public” files he creates, and he may grant read-and-write access
to his files associated with a team project. If the user’s computer is owned by an organization,
the organization may, in turn, impose its own policy on all computer files, such as mandating their
confidentiality.

46As Schneier explains, access control uses the terminology of “subjects” and “objects” [270]:
“There is some ‘subject’ that has access to some ‘object.’ Often the subject is a user and the object
is a computer file, but not always. The subject could be a computer program or process, and the
object [could be] another computer program. . . . The object could be a database record.” [270]

47For instance, the user may try to play a DRM-protected audio file whose license specifies a
maximum of three “plays.” If he tried to play it a fourth time, the reference monitor would intercept
the respective system calls, check the license, and refuse to play the file.
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Reid and Caelli add that mainstream OSes do not implement the principle of least

privilege, which holds that a user or program should have only the minimum num-

ber of privileges required to complete a job [250, 262].48 Furthermore, as many

OSes have only two classes of users—regular users and “super-users”—and super-

users are not bound by any access controls, they can easily access the plaintext

of DRM-protected files, thereby “bypassing” the DRM license terms [250]. In the

researchers’ view, TC is essential to DRM license enforcement, and only trusted

systems with hardware-based security mechanisms and the aforementioned OS

restrictions can make DRM economically viable [250].49

While DRM enforcement is a popular TC use case, it is certainly not the only use

of TC, as we have seen. The primary TC technologies that realize trusted systems

are discussed in the next section.

3.3 Primary TC Technologies

The combination of five technologies—the endorsement key (EK), secure input

and output (I/O), memory curtaining, sealed storage, and remote attestation—

describe TC in practice. Each one is detailed below.

48There are exceptions: both the NSA’s Security Enhanced Linux (SELinux) and Windows Vista
support the principle of least privilege. However, previous versions of Windows and “ordinary”
Linux do not [148, 236]. SELinux also supports MAC enforcement [236].

49Aspects of TC hardware and OSs are described further in Chapters 4 and 5. Ethical issues
surrounding the technology, particularly with respect to civil liberties and the economy, are explored
in Chapter 8.
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3.3.1 The Endorsement Key (EK)

Every trusted computer has a small chip, the Trusted Platform Module (TPM),

soldered to its motherboard.50 Each TPM has a pair of 2,048-bit RSA encryption

keys—one public, one private—called the Endorsement Key (EK) [261, 348]. As

IBM researcher David Safford explains, the EK “is created randomly on the chip

at manufacture time and cannot be changed. The private key never leaves the

chip, while the public key is used for. . .encryption of sensitive data sent to the

chip” [261]. He adds that the EK’s public key can be disabled by the computer’s

owner for privacy reasons [261]. In TC applications, the EK’s private key is used

to uniquely identify a trusted computer [348]. Not only does the EK prevent TPM

software emulators from interacting with trusted computers using TCG protocols,

it prevents Alice from masquerading as Bob during a “trusted” transaction (and

vice versa) [348]. Therefore, a “challenger” in such a transaction can prove that he is

truly “talking” with Alice’s computer and not some other computer masquerading

as Alice’s. This can prevent man-in-the-middle attacks in these transactions.

3.3.2 Secure Input and Output (I/O)

Secure I/O ensures that no other program or process can “intercept” the user’s

input to the or the output from the trusted computer. As Electronic Frontier

Foundation (EFF) technologist Seth Schoen explains, secure I/O is effected by the

provision of a “secure hardware path from the keyboard [and mouse] to an appli-

cation. . .and from the application back to the screen. No other software running on

the same [trusted computer] will be able to determine what the user typed, or how

50TPMs are discussed in greater detail in Chapter 4.
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the application responded” [278]. The use of checksums verifies that no tampering

has occurred [348]. This technology aims to foil keyloggers, which are implicated

in identity theft, and screen scrapers, which are programs that automatically capture

an application’s output to the screen [278, 347]. It is also called a trusted path [348].

3.3.3 Memory Curtaining

Memory curtaining extends traditional operating-system memory protection

by enforcing, in hardware, the operating-system security maxim that applications

cannot read from or write to each other’s memory [278]. Consequently, malware

programs cannot read other programs’ memory regions or write malicious code into

them. Moreover, memory curtaining provides complete hardware-based isolation

of selected regions of memory, such as those storing cryptographic keys; even the

TC OS cannot access these regions [278, 348]. As a result, the security of sensitive

data is preserved even if an attacker gains full control of the OS [278, 348].

3.3.4 Sealed Storage

Sealed storage solves the problem of safely storing private information, in-

cluding cryptographic keys and passwords [278, 348]. Without it, the information

as well as the keys and passwords used to protect it are stored together on the

hard drive, allowing an attacker to easily access the information [278, 348]. Sealed

storage solves this problem by dynamically generating keys to encrypt and decrypt

information based on the hardware and software used to create it [278,348]. Schoen

explains how the technology can be used to protect private information such as a

diary [278]:
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[Suppose] you keep a private diary on your PC today. You want to
prevent the diary from being moved off your computer without your
permission, much as you might lock a paper diary inside a desk drawer.
While existing access control and encryption systems address this goal,
they might be bypassed or subverted. If someone compromises your
system, or it becomes infected with a worm or virus, local software
could be altered, or private documents could be e-mailed or copied to
other computers.. . .

You can encrypt your diary using a password, but if your password
is short, someone who can copy the encrypted diary will still be able
to decrypt it [by a brute force attack]. What’s more, if the encryp-
tion software you use, or the editor in which you compose the diary,
is surreptitiously replaced with a modified version, it might leak the
decrypted diary’s text (or your password) to a third party.

Sealed storage can work together with memory curtaining and se-
cure I/O to ensure that your diary can only be read on your computer,
and only by the particular software with which you created it. Even if
a virus or worm. . .leaks your encrypted diary, the recipient will not be
able to decrypt it. If an intruder or a virus surreptitiously alters your
encryption software, it will not longer be able to decrypt the diary, so
the contents of your diary will remain protected.

3.3.5 Remote Attestation

Remote attestation detects “unauthorized” software changes on a trusted com-

puter and, upon user request, informs a remote third party—perhaps the software

vendor or system administrator—of these changes [278, 348]. Its purpose is to no-

tify an authority if any software tampering has occurred so the tampered computer

can be taken offline an fixed, thereby mitigating any damage to other networked

computers [278]. Remote attestation works by generating a digital certificate in

the TPM that describes, via cryptographic hashes, what software is executing on

the user’s computer, and sending the certificate to the remote party upon user

request [278,348]. The remote party examines the certificate’s value and compares

it to the (hashed) values of “known good” PC configurations; if they do not match,
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the remote party can inform the user of this or take any other action. A common use

case is software “validation” to ensure that technological protection measures are

not bypassed [348]. As one might imagine, this technology makes many software

vendor abuses possible, such as vendor lock-in. The ethical implications of remote

attestation are discussed in Chapter 8.

The applications of TC technologies are straightforward. Certainly, they facili-

tate robust DRM enforcement as described in section 3.2. Using secure I/O, memory

curtaining, and sealed storage, a content provider can ensure that only purchasers

of its media can play it in an “approved” media player in accord with the license

terms and not record the media player output with another application [348]. Using

the EK, memory curtaining, and remote attestation, online auctioneers can require

that all buyers and sellers use computers with TPMs and “approved” applications

to conduct transactions. Secure I/O and memory curtaining can prevent malware

“infections.” However, one application is used in practice: protection of hard-drive

data after theft [348]. The Enterprise and Ultimate versions of Windows Vista in-

clude BitLocker Drive Encryption, a feature that automatically encrypts the C:\

drive [274,348]. BitLocker uses the TPM to perform integrity measurements in the

BIOS, master boot record, NTFS boot sector, and so forth until it retrieves hard

drive decryption keys; the system can require the user to enter a password and/or

insert a USB key drive [220,274,348]. In addition, the Linux program Enforcer uses

the TPM to detect and prevent any changes to the Linux file system [348, 349].

The next three chapters examine the “nuts and bolts” of trusted computer

systems. Chapter 4 discusses the TPM and hardware support for TC. Chapter
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5 discusses TC-supporting operating systems such as Windows Vista. Finally,

Chapter 6 discusses TC software.
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CHAPTER 4

TC HARDWARE

This chapter begins by discussing the core TC hardware component, the Trusted

Platform Module (TPM). Next, TC-supporting BIOSes and the Extensible Firmware

Interface (EFI)—Intel’s successor to the BIOS—are detailed. A brief description of

TC-supporting CPUs follows. The chapter concludes with a lengthy description

of Intel’s High-bandwidth Digital Content Protection (HDCP) system, which “pro-

tects” content until it “reaches” the display screen and/or audio device.

4.1 Trusted Platform Module (TPM)

The TPM is a chip that is soldered to a trusted computer’s motherboard. It

securely stores cryptographic keys and accurately measures and reports the state

of a TC platform [312]. Before examining the TPM in detail, it is useful to discuss

several basic characteristics of a trusted platform and TPM functionality.

According to the TCG, a trusted platform must implement protected capabilities,

integrity measurement, and integrity reporting, as well as the “basic functionality”

needed to extend that trust to other entities [312].51 The TCG states that “protected

51The TCG defines trust as “the expectation that a device will behave in a particular manner for
a particular purpose” [323].
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capabilities are a set of commands with exclusive permission to access shielded

locations. Shielded locations are places (memory, registers, etc.) where it is safe

to operate on sensitive data; [these locations] can be accessed only by protected

capabilities” [312]. Both these features are implemented with Platform Configura-

tion Registers (PCRs) on the TPM, which are explained later [312]. The concept of

attestation also plays a role in a trusted platform [312]. Attestation is “the process of

vouching for the accuracy of information,” and there are several ways to attest that

a computer system is “trusted” [312]. Integrity measurement is “the process of ob-

taining metrics of platform characteristics that affect the [trustworthiness] of a plat-

form; storing those metrics; and putting digests of those metrics in PCRs” [312].52

Integrity reporting is “the process of attesting to the contents of [logged integrity

metrics and their PCR digests]” [312]. In addition, a trusted platform must provide

“basic” components, or Roots of Trust, that are automatically trusted, since one cannot

easily detect their misbehavior [312]. The TCG defines three of these: the Root of

Trust for Measurement (RTM), the Root of Trust for Storage (RTS), and the Root of Trust

for Reporting (RTR) [312]. The RTM, RTS, and RTR are “low-level” programs that

make accurate integrity measurements, maintain accurate summaries of integrity

digests, and report accurate integrity digests, respectively [312].53 Other Roots

of Trust that do not have shielded locations or protected capabilities are denoted

Trusted Building Blocks (TBBs), and they are illustrated in Figure 4.1 on page 63.

These Roots of Trust are bounded by a “trust boundary” that other entities may

52Metrics are “[representations] of embedded data or program code,” and digests are SHA-1 hashes
of metrics [312].

53These “low-level” firmware programs are frequently called engines in specifications and vendor
marketing. The “core program” that performs integrity measurement is called the Core Root of Trust
for Measurement (CRTM) [312]. It will be shown that the CRTM is a TPM component.
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Figure 4.1: Trusted Building Blocks (in Bold) of a Trusted Platform. (Adapted from
Figure 4:b in [312].)

wish to expand [312]. For instance, a TC OS may wish to extend the boundary to

itself. In order to do so, it must confirm that these Roots of Trust can indeed be

trusted, i.e., that there is no malicious code lurking in the BIOS or low-level system

code [312]. If the OS determines that they are trusted, it extends the trust bound-

ary around itself [312]. Likewise, TC applications may extend the trust boundary

around themselves. This process is called transitive trust or inductive trust, and it is

illustrated in Figure 4.2 on page 64.

The TPM stores various non-migratable keys: the endorsement key (EK), the storage

root key (SRK), and attestation identity keys (AIKs) [312].54 As described in Section

54As their names suggest, non-migratable keys cannot be “moved off” the TPM, whereas migratable
keys can [312].
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Figure 4.2: Transitive Trust from Hardware to Software. (Adapted from Figure
4:c [312].)

3.3.1, the EK is a pair of RSA public and private keys that uniquely identify a

given TPM; both keys must be at least 2,048 bits long [261, 348]. The SRK is

a “root key” that manages various “storage keys” in the RTS [312].55 AIKs are

asymmetric cryptographic keys that the TPM generates. In various attestation

protocols, they digitally sign PCR values and are associated with a certification

authority (Trent) [312]. In this context, Trent’s credentials for a given AIK can only

be decrypted—and hence verified—by the TPM that “owns” that AIK, and the EK

private key is required for verification [312].

55Further details of the RTS functionality are beyond the scope of this paper.
55These attestation protocols use a cryptographic technique called direct anonymous attestation

[44, 323]. Discussion of these protocols is beyond the scope of this paper.
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Figure 4.3: Trusted Platform Module. (Adapted from Figure 4:g in [312].)

In addition, the TPM performs the following cryptographic message-exchange

operations [312]:

• Binding, which is the TCG term for encryption with a public key;

• Signing a message (or the hash thereof);

• Sealing, which encrypts a message and “ties” it to “a set of [PCR] platform

metrics specified by the message sender” such that these metrics must hold

before decryption occurs; and

• Sealed signing, in which a signed message includes a set of PCR values and

the verifier checks that those values are still intact.
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We now examine the TPM itself, which is illustrated in Figure 4.3 above. Each

TPM component in the figure is examined in turn. Unless otherwise stated, all

information herein is from [312].

• I/O: Self-explanatory.

• Non-Volatile Storage: Persistently stores the EK, SRK, “owner authorization

data and persistent flags.”

• Platform Configuration Registers (PCRs): These registers store various integrity

measurements of the TC system. The TCG mandates that TPM manufacturers

have at least 16 registers. The first 8 registers (0–7) are for TPM use; the latter

8 registers are for OS and application use. As the values in PCRs are cleared

whenever power is turned off, PCRs may be implemented in volatile storage

(not shown).

• Attestation Identity Keys (AIKs): AIKs are asymmetric keys as described on

page 64. Their associated private keys are non-migratable and protected by

the TPM. Their associated public keys are issued by Trent, thereby establishing

the TPM’s validity [323]. TPMs can store multiple AIKs in encrypted form.

• Program Code: This code is executed at the beginning of the boot sequence and

is the Core Root of Trust for Measurement (CRTM). Since it is assumed to be

“trusted,” all subsequent platform measurements are based on the accuracy

of its results. The code should be stored on the TPM, but this is not necessary.
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• Random Number Generator: Self-explanatory. It has a “true” random-bit gen-

erator to create keys and other cryptographic primitives.56

• SHA-1 Engine: As its name suggests, this computes the SHA-1 hash of some

provided “message,” such as the value of a key. The hash value may be used

as a digital signature or to generate encrypted keys, among other purposes.

Note that SHA-1 is somewhat insecure: in 2005, a Chinese research group

only needed 269 computations to find a collision, i.e., two different “messages”

that yield the same hash value [271, 350]. Since a brute-force collision attack

requires 280 computations, the Chinese group’s results decrease the time to

find a collision by a factor of 211 = 2048. However, it would likely require

a few years to find a collision with today’s technology, even after factoring in

Moore’s Law [271].

• RSA Key Generation: TPMs use the RSA one-way function shown on page 14

to generate keys. TPMs support 2,048-bit RSA keys and the TCG requires that

some keys, including AIKs, have at least 2,048 bits.

• RSA Engine: TPMs use the RSA algorithm for encryption and decryption, and

this component implements RSA.

• Opt-In: Under TCG policy, users may choose to activate or deactivate their

TPMs. This component facilitates this functionality.

• Execution Engine: As its name suggests, “the execution engine runs program

code.” Specifically, “it performs TPM initialization and measurement taking.”

56The TCG does not specify how such a “true” random-bit generator is to be implemented.
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Finally, TPMs have three mutually-exclusive sets of states, as the TCG describes

below (emphasis added) [312]:

• Enabled/Disabled — The TPM may be enabled/disabled multiple
times within a boot period. When disabled, the TPM restricts
all operations except the ability to report TPM capabilities and to
accept updates to PCRs.57 When enabled, all features of the TPM
are available.

• Activated/Deactivated — Deactivation is similar to disabled, but op-
erational state changes are possible (i.e., change owner or activation
with physical presence). When activated all features of the TPM
are available.

• Owned/Un-owned — A platform is owned when an EK exists and
the true owner knows owner authorization data. The owner of
a [trusted] platform may perform all operations including opera-
tional state changes.

Note that TPMs are shipped disabled, deactivated, and un-owned by default [24,

203]. This ensures that the computer owner must physically enable it, not local or

remote software [24].

4.2 BIOS/Extensible Firmware Interface (EFI)

Today, the vast majority of BIOSes can communicate with TPMs. In January

2003, American Megatrends’ AMIBIOS contained a TCG-compliant module, and,

later that same year, Phoenix Technologies redesigned its BIOS architecture to sup-

port TPMs [1,60,352].58 Phoenix’s present BIOS firmware, which the company dubs

“TrustedCore,” includes a low-level cryptographic “engine” that can authenticate

57PCR values are updated as follows: PCR[n] ← SHA-1(PCR[n] + measured data), where PCR[n]
is the value of the nth PCR and SHA-1() denotes the SHA-1 hash function. [312].

58At that time, the TCG named itself the Trusted Computing Platform Alliance (TCPA) and the
TPM was not named as such. Hence, American Megatrends marketed its BIOS’ “TCPA-compliant
module,” not the “TPM support” seen in vendor marketing today [1, 246].
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the firmware itself, thereby providing CRTM functionality outside the TPM [246].

TrustedCore also provides pre-boot user authentication mechanisms [246].

In addition, Intel’s Extensible Firmware Interface (EFI) replaces the BIOS alto-

gether. As the company describes it,

the EFI specification defines a new model for the interface between
operating systems and platform firmware. The interface consists of
data tables that contain platform-related information, plus boot and
runtime service calls that are available to the operating system and its
loader. Together, these provide a standard environment for booting an
operating system and running pre-boot applications [164].

Intel has designed a modular framework for the EFI that supports architectural

interfaces for arbitrary hardware, “protected-mode memory and address space

management tailored to. . .preboot environments,” and, yes, a trusted platform

with its associated protocols [160, 314, 315]. Over one million computers shipped

with the framework in 2005 [160].

It is noteworthy that virtually every hardware vendor’s products support the

“trusted platform” concept [203]. Tony McFadden, who maintained an online list

of known TPM vendors and hardware vendors with TPM-supporting products,

remarked in March 2006 that

today, every meaningful vendor has [trusted platforms] in [its] roadmap
and Microsoft has an OS that requires TPM version 1.2. . .for enterprise
users before the end of this year.59 There are no more surprises – the
paradigm has shifted.. . .Adding new platforms is, for the most part,
meaningless. It would be easier (and shorter) to maintain a list of ven-
dors/platforms without TPM [support] (and some of my correspondents
– of the EFF, anti-DRM ilk – would probably prefer that) (emphasis in
original) [203].

59Here, McFadden refers to Windows Vista, whose TC “features” are discussed in Chapter 5.
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4.3 TC-supporting CPUs

Presently, many CPUs support TPM instructions in their chipsets, including

Intel’s vPro™, AMD’s Opteron, and Transmeta’s Crusoe processors [55, 142, 162,

163, 227, 309].60 CPU vendors have various trade names for their TPM-supporting

technologies: Intel calls its technology Trusted Execution Technology (TXT), AMD

calls its technology Secure Execution Mode, and HP, IBM, and other vendors have

similar names [227].61 Due to Intel’s dominance in the CPU market and a lack of

publicly-available information on its competitors’ TPM-supporting chipsets, Intel’s

x86 architecture and enhancements thereto are discussed here in detail.

Recall from Section 3.2 that most “mainstream” OSes only support two major

access modes: one for “regular” users and one for super-users [250]. However,

OSes must also allow device drivers and OS extensions to access the system with

varying degrees of privilege [250]. The x86 architecture provides support for these

types of access controls via a series of concentric rings, as shown in Figure 4.4

on page 71 [250]. The innermost ring, ring 0, has the greatest privilege, whereas

the outermost ring, ring 3, has the least privilege [250]. The OS kernel and any

associated reference monitor execute in ring 0 to provide tamper-resistance for

mandatory access controls [250]. OS device drivers, extensions, and applications

60Note that TPM support in a chipset does not imply that the CPU actively restricts “unauthorized”
content, or even that the TPM support is enabled for a particular chip! For instance, AMD’s Opteron
CPU does not restrict content, and though previous Intel Pentium 4 CPUs supported multithreading,
this support was not enabled [142, 299].

61Intel’s TXT was previously known as LaGrande Technology (LT), which appears frequently in
earlier technical literature [161, 237].
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Figure 4.4: Intel x86 Ring Architecture. (Adapted from Figure 1 in [250].)

execute in consecutively higher-numbered rings with respectively lower privileges

[250].62

Intel’s TXT introduces a protected environment, or “Ring -1,” in which running

applications are isolated from the rest of the system “such that no. . .unauthorized

software on the platform can observe or compromise the information being oper-

ated upon” [162]. This environment implements memory curtaining and sealed

storage and encrypts both USB keyboard and mouse input and graphics frame-

buffer output, thereby preventing other executing programs from determining

user input or program output [162]. In addition, TXT attests that the protected

environment and/or “protected” OS was correctly loaded and “measures” running

62Reid and Caelli argue that, in practice, mainstream operating systems do not use rings 1 and 2
very often, just rings 0 and 3 “for system and user [space,] respectively” [250, 299]. They add that,
consequently, these OSes cannot robustly enforce DRM policies [250].
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software, just as the TPM attests to the validity of the boot sequence and measures

system integrity [162,312]. This attestation can be provided to a remote entity upon

request [162]. TXT can manage both protected and “standard,” i.e., “unprotected,”

environments called partitions via virtualization technology, a description of which

follows [162]. A number of virtual machines (VMs) execute on a virtualization-

supporting CPU, and each VM executes an OS and programs in a protected or

standard partition [162]. Protected partitions use the TPM and TXT to execute

applications in isolation as described above; standard partitions run applications

just like non-TXT-supporting CPUs [162]. However, to separate partitions from

one another, a “partition manager” program must execute in a ring with higher

privileges than each OS kernel; Intel calls this program a domain manager [162].63

This “ring -1” approach allows backwards compatibility with existing programs

for the x86 architecture [162, 250]. After all, few consumers want their brand-new

TC-supporting CPUs to be unable to run legacy applications.

4.4 High-bandwidth Digital Content Protection (HDCP) and
High Definition Multimedia Interface (HDMI)

High-bandwidth Digital Content Protection (HDCP) is a DRM system devel-

oped by Intel subsidiary Digital Content Protection, LLC that encrypts audiovisual

data traveling over the Digital Visual Interface (DVI) or High Definition Multime-

dia Interface (HDMI) [345]. Before examining HDCP, it is useful to understand

DVI and HDMI. DVI transmits video from a computer to a display screen in digital

format—i.e., a stream of bits—instead of an analog signal. Though a single DVI

63Note that, in our example, the domain manager is a VM monitor [162]. The domain manager
is not restricted to the virtualization example explained above; Intel notes that a “future, enhanced
OS kernel” could serve as the domain manager [162].
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“link” has 3.30 Gbps of bandwidth, i.e., it can easily transfer 60 images per second

at 1920 × 1080 progressive-scan resolution (1080p resolution at 60 Hz), HDMI sup-

ports 5 Gbps bandwidth, including support for 8-channel audio along with 1080p

resolution at 60 Hz [170, 288].64 HDMI “includes” HDCP by default, which is now

explained in detail.

As the astute reader has likely deduced, HDCP is a proprietary DRM system;

electronics manufacturers who wish to use it must sign a license agreement and

pay respective fees [62]. HDCP is a content protection system, not a copy protection

system, though copy protection of high-definition (HD) Hollywood content is the

impetus behind HDCP’s development [99, 189]. At its core, HDCP authenticates

a content sender (such as a PC) and a content receiver (such as an HD TV) so

each device “knows” the other supports HDCP [85, 189]. Felten describes this

authentication protocol in depth [85]:

Every new HDCP device is given two things: a secret vector, and
an addition rule. The secret vector is a sequence of 40 secret numbers
that the device is not supposed to reveal to anybody. The addition rule,
which is not a secret, describes a way of adding up numbers selected
from a vector. Both the secret vector and the addition rule are assigned
by HDCP’s central authority.. . .

An example will help to make this clear. In the example, we’ll save
space by pretending that the vectors have four secret numbers rather
than forty, but the idea will be the same. Let’s say the central authority
issues the following values:

Secret Vector Addition Rule
Alice (26, 19, 12, 7) [1] + [2]
Bob (13, 13, 22, 5) [2] + [4]
. . . . . . . . .

64Based on graphics cards’ actual DVI interfaces, higher resolutions may be obtained [288]. HDMI
only supports 5 Gbps bandwidth “over copper interconnects up to 15 feet” [170].
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Suppose Alice and Bob want to do a handshake. Here’s how it
works. First, Alice and Bob send each other their addition rules. Then,
Alice applies Bob’s addition rule to her vector. Bob’s addition rule is
“[2] + [4],” which means that Alice should take the second and fourth
elements of her secret vector and add them together. Alice adds 19 + 7,
and gets 26. In the same way, Bob applies Alice’s addition rule to his
secret vector—he adds 13 + 13, and gets 26. (In real life, the numbers
are much bigger—about 17 digits.)

There are two things to notice about this process. First, in order to
do it, you need to know either Alice or Bob’s secret vector. This means
that Alice and Bob are the only ones who will know the result. Second,
Alice and Bob both got the same answer: 26. This wasn’t a coincidence.
There’s a special mathematical [formula] that the central authority uses
in generating the secret vectors to ensure that the two parties to any
legitimate handshake will always get the same answer.

Now both Alice and Bob have. . .a secret key. . .that only they know.
They can use the key to authenticate each other, and to encrypt messages
to each other.

However, it is possible for Alice, Bob, Carol, and Dave to conspire to find

the secret vector of a victim, who Felten calls “Ed,” by a cryptanalytic attack

described by Scott Crosby et al. [85].65 The conspirators use their secret vectors

and addition rules to construct and solve a linear system of four equations in

four unknowns x1, x2, x3, and x4, which are precisely the values of Ed’s secret

vector [x1, x2, x3, x4] [85]. This conspiracy attack easily scales to the 40 x’s in an

arbitrary secret vector: simply construct a system of 40 equations in 40 unknowns

[x1, x2, . . . , x40] and solve for each xi, 1 ≤ i ≤ 40 [85]. The weakness of this protocol,

and HDCP by extension, stems from the linear nature of this key exchange; as Felten

points out, the cryptography would have been much stronger if HDCP’s designers

used a non-linear key exchange protocol such as Diffie-Hellman [82].66 However,

65Mathematical details of the attack are omitted for brevity. See [56] for a formal description of
the attack. “Proof-of-concept” Java code implementing the attack is available online at [201].

66Details of the Diffie-Hellman key exchange are beyond the scope of this paper.
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HDCP provides a mechanism to revoke known compromised keys so devices using

those keys cannot view HD content [189]. It also provides a constricting “feature”

for Hollywood studios to scale down HD content on those monitors and TVs that do

not support HDCP [99]. Already, PlayStation 3 owners have experienced flickering

TV screens due to the latter devices’ lack of HDCP support [103].

Crosby et al. note an HDCP requirement specifying a maximum of 10,000 logic

gates for the cryptographic hardware implementation; they add that about 30,000

gates would be necessary to implement secure HDCP cryptography [56,82,83]. Fel-

ten argues that HDCP encryption exists “just” as a means to sue reverse engineers

under the DMCA (emphasis added) [83]:

HDCP encryption exists only as a hook on which to hang lawsuits.
For example, if somebody makes unlicensed displays or format con-
verters, copyright owners could try to sue them under the DMCA for
circumventing the encryption. (Also, converter box vendors who ac-
cepted HDCP’s license terms might sue vendors who didn’t accept those
terms.) The price of enabling these lawsuits is to add the cost of 10,000
gates to every high-def TV or video source, and to add another way in
which high-def video devices can be incompatible.. . .The bottom line is
clear. In HDCP, “security” technologies serve not to disable pirates but
to enable lawsuits. When you buy an HDCP-enabled TV or player, you are
paying for this—your device will cost more and do less.

For his part, Crosby has vowed not to examine any more copyright-protection

schemes “as long as the DMCA exists in its current form,” especially in light

of the Skylarov case and cryptographer Niels Ferguson’s refusal to publish his

cryptanalysis of HDCP [57]. Recall from Section 2.2 that Ferguson found critical

weaknesses in HDCP but refused to publish them out of fear of his arrest in the

U.S. for violating the DMCA [93, 94]. These examples clearly illustrate that the
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DMCA unjustly silences researchers who perform a public service by exposing

flawed encryption algorithms and implementations.

Having thoroughly examined TC hardware and associated protocols, TC-sup-

porting operating systems are examined in the next chapter. In particular, the TC

and DRM “features” of Windows Vista, the latest version of Microsoft’s flagship

OS, are discussed. Vista is then contrasted with Mac OS X and GNU/Linux, which

are more “consumer-friendly.”
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CHAPTER 5

TC OPERATING SYSTEMS

This chapter examines operating systems that support TC, hereafter referred to

as TC operating systems or TC OSes. Initially, the TC and DRM “features” of Mi-

crosoft’s Windows Vista OS are examined, followed by Microsoft’s Vista licensing

policies. A brief comparison of Windows XP and Windows Vista is provided. The

DRM and lack of TC support in Apple’s Mac OS X is then discussed. The chapter

concludes with a brief examination of TC support under Linux.

5.1 Windows Vista

Windows Vista “features” pervasive DRM support throughout the operating

system as well as TC support for high-end versions of Vista. Before delving into

details, however, it is useful to review Microsoft’s licensing policies for Vista, as

they “set the stage” for DRM enforcement and TC support.

5.1.1 License Policies

Microsoft’s End-User License Agreements (EULAs) for the various versions of

Windows Vista are the most restrictive licenses the company has issued for its
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OSes.67 The Vista EULAs mandate that users “activate” their copies of the OS

with Microsoft within 30 days, after which Vista locks them out of their comput-

ers [77, 207, 208, 223, 224].68 At this point, Vista operates in Reduced Functionality

Mode, in which users may only use a Web browser and Vista logs them off after an

hour without warning [77, 223, 224]. During the time period between Vista instal-

lation and activation, users may not access the “glassy” Windows Aero interface,

remove “non-critical” malware with Windows Defender, augment their computer’s

memory with Windows ReadyBoost, or download OS “add-ons” from Windows

Update except “critical” security updates [77,223,224].69 The text “This copy of Win-

dows is not genuine” also appears on the “desktop” during this time, and users

receive “warning messages” stating that they must validate their copy of Windows

as “genuine” [77,223,224]. In addition, the Vista EULAs allow Microsoft to periodi-

cally “validate” the OS to ensure that it “has been activated and is properly licensed”

as well as download validation software to users’ computers and update the val-

idation software [207, 208]. If users upgrade their computers’ hardware, attempt

to work around the activation process, or use pirated “product keys,” Microsoft

requires reactivation of Vista within 30 days; as before, if they do not reactivate

67While license terms differ slightly for the six Vista versions—Vista Starter, Vista Home Basic,
Vista Home Premium, Vista Business, Vista Enterprise, and Vista Ultimate—the respective EULAs
are so similar that we collectively refer to them as Vista EULAs or Vista licensing [100, 207, 208]. We
do not discuss Vista Home N and Vista Business N, which are versions for European markets [308].

68Activation is the process in which Microsoft “associates the use of [its] software with a specific
[computer]” by recording “the version, language, and product key of [Windows], the Internet
protocol address of the [computer], and information derived from [the computer hardware]” [207,
208].

69Windows Aero is Vista’s semi-transparent user interface that is available in Vista Home Premium,
Vista Business, and Vista Ultimate [223,224]. Windows Defender is the company’s malware-removal
program that is available on XP and Vista [223, 224]. Windows ReadyBoost allows Vista users to use
free space on USB “flash drives” to effectively “increase” computer memory [223,224,295]. Windows
Update is a Microsoft service that provides security updates and OS add-ons (such as Microsoft’s
Web browser and media player) for users to download [224].
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Vista, the OS enters Reduced Functionality Mode [207, 208, 224]. Vista’s Software

Protection Platform encompasses these activation and validation “features,” which

Microsoft claims are necessary to thwart software piracy [77, 223, 224]. Moreover,

the Vista EULAs stipulate that users “must comply with any technical limitations

in [the OS] that only allow [it to be used] in certain ways” [207, 208]. As Profes-

sor Michael Geist of Canada’s University of Ottawa Law School points out, “In

the name of shielding consumers from computer viruses and protecting copyright

owners from potential infringement, Vista seemingly wrestles control of the ‘user

experience’ from the user” [123]. His point becomes clearer as Vista’s DRM and

TC support are examined below.

5.1.2 DRM support

Windows Vista is designed to robustly enforce DRM-protected “premium con-

tent” from the software application that “plays” the content to the consumer’s

monitor and speakers.70 Vista introduces new “protected environments” for video

and audio that allow output “ports” to be disabled—or audiovisual output to be

“constricted”—if premium content is not encrypted [137, 196–198].71 For example,

video passing through “unprotected” analog ports such as Video Graphics Array

(VGA) and “component video” is intentionally constricted or even shut off per

70In this paper, we follow Microsoft’s definition of premium content as “valuable [audiovisual]
content that needs to be protected from stealing” [197]. This definition encompasses existing
commercial content as well as high-definition audio and video [137, 197].

71In this context, constriction is the process by which a video’s resolution is reduced to a level
considered acceptable to the content owner and subsequently scaled to its original resolution [197].
As Dave Marsh, Microsoft’s Lead Program Manager for Video, describes it, “a high-resolution
picture needs to be degraded to make it soft and fuzzy” [197, 199]. In practice, premium content
video is constricted to 520,000 pixels—approximately 840×630 resolution—and then upscaled [197].
It is noteworthy that only this premium content is constricted, not any other image data on the user’s
desktop [199].
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the content owner’s specification [197].72 Digital Video Interface (DVI) output

that is not HDCP-protected is also constricted or blocked; only HDCP-encrypted

DVI or HDMI output is transmitted in its original resolution [137, 197]. Moreover,

both users’ graphics cards and monitors must support HDCP for HD premium

content to be displayed in full resolution without constriction or signal block-

age [99, 137]. Yet few graphics cards and monitors on the market support HDCP

at present, meaning users cannot view HD video on their supposedly “HD-ready”

hardware [99,137]. In order to output premium content, Microsoft requires manu-

facturers of graphics cards to keep some details of their cards’ functionality secret

in order to perform a Hardware Functionality Scan (HFS) [99, 137]. The HFS, which

is performed before premium content is sent to users’ graphics cards, and, ulti-

mately, their monitors, “exercises” this undocumented functionality to ensure the

cards are not “emulators” that hackers could use to copy the content [99, 137].73

Hollywood studios control the cards’ designs: the studios’ “hardware robustness

rules” dictate acceptable designs to graphics-card manufacturers that preclude the

construction of “hacker-friendly cards,” and Microsoft must approve the graphics-

card drivers before they can be used [184, 196–198]. Manufacturers who allow

these cards to be built or whose cards “leak” content face Microsoft’s revocation

of their drivers’ permission to “play” premium content as well as “other reme-

dies” [137,184,197]. Peter Gutmann, a cryptographer at New Zealand’s University

72As Marsh explains, component video “was the [consumer electronics] industry’s first attempt at
an interface to [high-definition] displays,” but it provides no content protection except the Copy
Generation Management System for Analog (CGMS-A) [196, 280]. CGMS-A is a means of “marking”
analog signals with copyright holders’ permissions to record—or not record—those signals [280].

73Marsh claims this undocumented functionality will not prevent the development of open-
source drivers for new graphics cards [199]. The actual impact of HFS-exclusive graphics-card
functionality on the open-source community remains to be seen.
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of Auckland, thoroughly researched Vista’s content protection “features,” and his

industry sources suggested these “remedies” may be multi-million-dollar fines and

lawsuits [137]. Manufacturers of discrete graphics cards—i.e., those manufacturers

whose cards are not soldered directly to the motherboard—must also implement

128-bit AES encryption in their cards, which is computationally expensive and

prevents manufacturers from adding all possible graphics-processing hardware

to their cards [137, 197].74 Due to the Hollywood-imposed need to encrypt mas-

sive amounts of high-definition content, Intel developed the Cascaded Cipher, a

proprietary version of AES, which manufacturers must license and implement in

accord with Intel’s specification [197].75 Furthermore, they must implement “tilt

bits” that are set “if at any time the graphics driver determines that something

improper has happened. . .for example, if the hash of an output status message

doesn’t match the message”; if any tilt bits are sent, Vista’s graphics subsystem

restarts and re-authenticates the graphics card [197].76 Vista also provides audio

74Full details of AES’ computational complexity are beyond the scope of this paper. Further
computational overhead is incurred whenever the computer sends premium content to the graphics
card, as Microsoft’s protected environment requires creation of a session key and HFS authentication
to communicate with the card [197]. Session-key exchange is discussed in Chapter 2.1. The
encryption requirement prevents hackers from “sniffing”—and thereby copying—premium content
from the PCI Express bus, on which data travels between the computer and graphics card [197].

75Companies could design their own ciphers, but Hollywood studios must approve the cipher
[197]. As the Windows Vista Output Content specification notes, one acceptance criterion for a
new cipher is “Content industry acceptance. . .[Evidence of the cipher’s security strength] must
be presented to Hollywood and other content owners, and they must agree that it provides the
required level of security. Written proof from at least three of the major Hollywood studios is
required” [197].

76As Gutmann notes, the specification is vague about what conditions “trigger” the setting of a tilt
bit [137,197]. Rather, the specification contains language such as “Adopting [the tilt bit] mechanism
is another example of the hardware manufacturer showing [its] intent to properly protect premium
conent” [197].
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protection measures analogous to those for video, including disability and con-

striction of audio ports, driver authentication, and audio encryption in transit to

the sound card [197].

It readily follows that Vista’s content protection may very well degrade system

reliability and increase hardware costs, which are passed on to consumers [137,184].

As Gutmann points out, minor voltage fluctuations that occur during normal

computer system operation could trigger the setting of a tilt bit, thereby forc-

ing the graphics subsystem to restart and undermining Vista’s stability [137]. In a

2005 Windows Hardware Engineering Conference talk, Pete Levinthal, a software-

engineering manager at ATI, commented that Vista’s content protection necessi-

tated higher design, driver-development, testing, and legal costs, all of which are

passed on to the consumer [184, 204]. As Felten notes,

[In the specification,] performance, cost, and flexibility are sacrificed
in a futile effort to prevent [audiovisual] content from leaking to the
darknet. And the cost is high. As just one example, nearly all of us will
have to discard our PC’s monitors and buy ones to take advantage of
new features that Microsoft could provide—more easily and at lower
cost—on our existing monitors, if Hollywood would only allow it.

There can be little doubt that Microsoft is doing this because Holly-
wood demands it; and there won’t be much doubt among independent
security experts that none of these compromises will make a dent in
the availability of infringing video online. Law-abiding people will
be paying more for PCs, and doing less with them, because of the
Hollywood-decreed micromanagement of graphics system design [81].

5.1.3 TC support

Vista supports software TPM interfaces as well as BitLocker Drive Encryption,

a TC application in the Enterprise and Ultimate editions [216,308]. BitLocker Drive

Encryption, hereafter referred to as BitLocker, is part of Microsoft’s Next-Generation
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Secure Computing Base (NGSCB) technology (formerly known as “Palladium”),

which is not included in Vista [74]. We discuss BitLocker below, followed by a

high-level overview of NGSCB.

BitLocker Drive Encryption

BitLocker Drive Encryption, formerly known as “Secure Startup,” is designed

to protect users from data theft arising from lost or stolen laptops [95]. To do so,

BitLocker uses the TPM to detect tampering during the boot process, encrypts the

Windows Vista disk “volume” with 128-bit AES, and stores the encryption key in

the TPM, not on the hard drive [95, 218, 220].77 BitLocker uses the TPM’s integrity-

measurement ability to keep track of executing code during the boot sequence

and only unseals the encryption key if the PCR values match a “known good”

state [95, 214, 220]. If the PCR values do not match this state, which is the same

state as at the time of drive encryption, the encryption key is not released, Vista

will not boot, and the user must type in a “recovery” password to boot Vista and

access his data [219].78 Otherwise, the encryption key is released and Vista boots in a

“normal” manner that is transparent to him [218]. The OS simultaneously reads and

77In this context, Microsoft defines a volume as “an area of storage on a hard disk [that] is formatted
[with] a file system, such as NTFS, and has a [Windows] drive letter assigned to it. A volume is
different than a [partition], which is a portion of a physical disk that functions as though it were a
physically separate disk. A volume could exist for each partition on a hard drive, or volumes can
span multiple partitions” [220]. In addition to AES, BitLocker uses a diffuser that thwarts statistical
attacks on the encrypted hard-drive data [95]. Further details of AES and the diffuser are beyond
the scope of this paper.

77Recall from Section 4.1 that sealing encrypts data and “ties” that data to the current TPM and
PCR values such that the data can only be decrypted with the same TPM and if the PCR values
match those at the time of sealing. Unsealing refers to this “data decryption” process.

78A system administrator may also require that users type in a personal information number (PIN)
and/or insert a USB “flash drive” containing a startup key to boot the OS, even if the PCR values
match the “known good” state [205, 218, 220]. BitLocker works on computers without TPMs or
TCG-compatible BIOSes, but only if the latter requirement is specified [220].
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decrypts disk data and encrypts files stored to the disk so to minimize performance

degradation [95, 214]. However, BitLocker needs two partitions formatted with

Microsoft’s New Technology File System (NTFS) to operate: one partition, the

system volume, contains unencrypted boot data, whereas the other partition, the

operating system volume, contains Vista and user data [219].

The astute reader may surmise that BitLocker prevents the installation of mul-

tiple OSes on the same computer. Microsoft does not thoroughly address this in

its documentation, though the company recommends that users disable BitLocker

on all disk partitions before installing multiple OSes [214]. Certainly, BitLocker

would detect the replacement of the master boot record (MBR) during installation

of other OSes, thereby preventing Vista from booting unless the user “recovered”

from it [214]. However, users can work around this to boot multiple operating

systems, as Schneier describes [274]:

If you have Vista running, then set up a dual boot system, [BitLocker]
will consider this sort of change to be an attack and refuse to run. But
then you can use the recovery [password] to boot into Windows, then
tell BitLocker to take the current configuration—with the dual boot
code—as correct. After that, your dual boot system will work just fine,
or so I’ve been told. You still won’t be able to share any files on your C
drive between operating systems, but you will be able to share files on
any other drive.

The problem is that it’s impossible to distinguish between a legit-
imate dual boot system and an attacker trying to use another OS—
whether Linux or another instance of Vista—to get at the volume.

Next-Generation Secure Computing Base (NGSCB)

Microsoft’s Next-Generation Secure Computing Base (NGSCB, pronounced -

scub) is an ambitious company initiative to secure PCs against myriad threats
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by redesigning PCs with hardware and software security beyond TCG specifica-

tions [186,244,307]. Originally named “Palladium,” its designers claimed its mem-

ory curtaining, sealed storage, and remote attestation could stop spam and viruses,

protect user privacy, ensure the integrity and confidentiality of information, and

enable content publishers to set robust usage policies their content [186, 307]. Due

to criticism from civil libertarians and software vendors, Microsoft renamed “Pal-

ladium” to NGSCB and radically reduced its planned redesign of the PC [74].

Presently, NGSCB, which is not included in Vista, “encapsulates” BitLocker and

the company’s TPM software interfaces in Windows and includes a security kernel

that is “isolated” from the rest of the OS [74]. NGSCB’s security kernel, termed

the Trusted Operating Root (TOR) or Nexus, executes in CPUs that support the “ring

-1” mode discussed in Section 4.3 [107,244]. The Nexus executes “in parallel” with

Windows and provides only a few, provably secure device drivers (for the keyboard,

mouse, and hard disk) that NGSCB applications can access via a handful of appli-

cation programming interfaces (APIs) [244]. Windows, which executes in ring 0,

manages the “rich user experience” and far larger number of device drivers and

APIs and only “transfers control” to the Nexus for those secure applications that

require NGSCB services [107, 244]. Since Microsoft is still developing NGSCB and

has renamed its NGSCB team to the System Integrity Team, little further information

is known at this point [302]. However, a rumor holds that NGSCB will be included

in Microsoft’s “Vista R2,” codenamed “Windows Fiji,” to be released in 2008—or

perhaps some other future version of Windows [330].

Regardless of NGSCB’s release date, it seems certain the technology will be

released in the future. In 2001, Microsoft received a patent for a “Digital Rights
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Management Operating System” (DRMOS) whose “features” encapsulated many

of the original Palladium plans [16, 73, 241]. The patent, filed in 1998, mentions

booting, via transitive trust, a DRMOS that “protects rights-managed data, such as

downloaded content, from access by untrusted programs while the data is loaded

into memory or on a page file as the result of the execution of a trusted application

that accesses the memory” [73]. The patent explicitly states that “in a very real

sense, the legitimate user of a computer can be an adversary of the data or content

provider,” and mentions a number of techniques content providers can use to

enforce their content’s usage policies, even if the “legitimate user of a computer”

tries to circumvent them [73]. Given Microsoft’s robust DRM “features” in Vista

as described in Section 5.1.2, the (future) implementation and release of a DRMOS

appear certain.

5.2 Windows XP

Unlike its successor Windows Vista, Windows XP has much less support for

TC technologies and somewhat fewer usage-policy restrictions. The XP EULA

does mandate that the user activate the software within 30 days of installation,

but XP does not enter a Reduced Functionality Mode if the OS is not activated

[206]. Microsoft requires that each XP user install its Windows Genuine Advantage

(WGA) software to receive OS updates and add-ons; WGA checks for counterfeit

XP copies and prevents users running them from receiving non-security-related OS

updates [115].79 The XP EULA also stipulates that users not work around technical

79Microsoft also requires users of its Office software to activate it and validate its “genuine”
status [30, 221]. Moreover, Microsoft recommends that XP users install its WGA Notifications
software, which periodically notifies the company of XP’s “genuine” status [76]. However, WGA
Notifications remains an “optional” update, unlike Vista’s Software Protection Platform [76].
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limitations in the OS, which Microsoft uses for activation purposes [206]. Yet XP’s

DRM support is not nearly as robust as Vista’s, and the former OS has no TC support.

While XP includes support for DRM-protected Windows Media Audio and Video

files and its Secure Audio Path technology encrypts DRM-protected audio en route

to the sound card, XP does not impose any of the onerous requirements on graphics

cards or display monitors discussed in Section 5.1.2.80 Furthermore, XP does not

include any TC support or related applications.

5.3 Mac OS X

Contrary to popular belief, Mac OS X (hereafter abbreviated as OS X) does not

support TC technologies. When Apple switched its Macintosh computers from

IBM’s PowerPC CPUs to Intel’s Core CPUs, rumors surfaced that Intel Macintosh

computers used TPMs to “lock” Mac OS X to Apple hardware [22, 156]. Indeed,

Phil Schiller, Apple’s Senior Vice President for Worldwide Marketing, stated that

the company “will not allow running Mac OS X on anything other than an Apple

Mac” [114]. Schiller’s statement concurs with the Mac OS X license agreement,

which only permits installation and execution of one copy of the OS on one Apple-

branded computer at a time [17]. These rumors gained credence in August 2006,

when, in a Black Hat conference presentation, security researcher Bruce Potter

claimed that Rosetta (Apple’s PowerPC-to-Intel intruction-conversion program)

used the TPM to ensure that OS X only executed on Apple hardware [180]. Potter

added that Apple’s “coolness” drove consumer’s acceptance of the company’s

DRM and TC technologies [180, 247]. However, in November 2006, Amit Singh,

80Secure Audio Path is discussed in detail on pages 33–34.
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author of the book Mac OS X Internals, discovered that Apple does not use the TPM

in any way, and hence OS X does not support TC [291]. While some Macs do contain

TPMs, Apple’s firmware does not support the “take TPM ownership” command as

required by the TCG [291]! Those OS X users who wish to activate their TPMs may

do so with Singh’s open-source device drivers [291]. He notes that Apple encrypts

some OS executables, such as the Dock, Finder, and user-interface services, with

AES to deter pirates from running OS X on non-Apple-branded computers [292].

As Schneier points out, Apple likely encrypted these binaries to thwart attempts at

reverse-engineering its programs [326].

5.4 GNU/Linux

Linux supports TC to the extent that its kernel loads TPM device drivers, which

savvy users may use if they wish. Open-source APIs such as IBM’s TrouSerS

implement the TCG’s “software stack” that enables the Linux OS to communicate

with the TPM and vice versa [291, 348]. Again, users may choose whether or not

they use these APIs.

Having thoroughly discussed the state of TC support in operating systems, we

examine various software packages that use TC functionality in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER 6

TC SOFTWARE

At present, very few applications use TC technology. We discuss Windows,

Mac OS X, and Linux applications that do use TC technology in that order.

6.1 Windows

Windows Vista’s BitLocker application is the best-known TC software pack-

age.81 Original equipment manufacturers such as HP and Dell ship TC software

with computers that include TPMs [311]. Wave Systems and Infineon also sell

TC software. “Endpoint security” software supports TC; the software uniquely

identifies corporate and mobile employees’ computers via the TPM’s Endorsement

Key to ensure that sensitive corporate data is not transferred to any external device

without authorization [246]. Phoenix Technologies sells one such product, Trusted-

Core, and other software vendors sell similar products in this fast-growing market.

With these exceptions, few other Windows applications support TC.

81We discuss BitLocker in Chapter 5 because it is included in high-end versions of Windows Vista
and is not a “separate” software package.
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6.2 Mac OS X

As noted in Chapter 5, Mac OS X does not use the TPM, and hence no TC

software is included with the OS. Amit Singh distributes open-source software that

allows Mac users to activate and use their TPMs [291].

6.3 GNU/Linux

Aside from TPM emulators and the previously-discussed Enforcer package,

there are few TC Linux software packages. However, the open nature of the

platform does not preclude development of such packages.

In the next chapter, we examine applications of TC technologies in other mar-

kets, such as cellular phones and video game consoles.
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CHAPTER 7

OTHER TC APPLICATIONS

The TCG is developing specifications for trusted servers, network connections,

printers, and cellular (mobile) phones [320, 324]. In addition, some video-game

consoles use TPMs. We briefly examine TC applications of trusted network con-

nections, mobile phones, and video-game consoles.

7.1 Network Connections

The TCG has released its Trusted Network Connect (TNC) specification, which de-

scribes integrity-measurement techniques for “endpoint” network-connected com-

puters that allow the computers to ensure each other’s integrity and identity [320].

With TNC, each computer “measures” its “health” (or compliance with local IT

policy) and checks that only authorized users are logged in before allowing the

network connection [320]. TNC does not require the use of a TPM, and, according

to the TCG, TNC can prevent the propagation of malware on a network [320, 322].
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7.2 Mobile Phones

The TCG has also released specifications for mobile phones that require “trust-

ed” phones to have a Mobile Trusted Module (MTM)—a phone-optimized TPM—

and software that provides roots of trust like those described in Section 4.1 [324].

MTM-enabled phones could robustly enforce policies for DRM-protected content

and services, prompting criticism that wireless carriers could control how people

use their phones [120, 324]. The TCG maintains that it does not produce DRM

specifications, though nothing precludes mobile-phone manufacturers from using

them to develop robust DRM systems [320].

7.3 Video-Game Consoles

Unique among video-game consoles, Microsoft’s Xbox 360 has a TPM [203].

The company uses the TPM to thwart attempts to “hack” the console to “turn it

into a media [center], upgrade the hard drive or allow it to play imported games”

[106, 149]. Moreover, the Xbox maintains hardware and software security with

a hypervisor, a small program that executes in privileged mode and intercepts

each system call made by programs executing in unprivileged mode [285]. The

hypervisor requires that “all executable code. . .be read-only and encrypted” for

additional security [285]. Due to a hypervisor bug, hackers were able to successfully

execute Linux on the console from October 31, 2006 until February 28, 2007, when

Microsoft fixed the bug [285].

Having completed our examination of TC hardware, operating systems, soft-

ware, and novel applications, we now focus on the effects of TC’s (ab)use on civil

liberties and the economy. Sensible policy suggestions are listed in Chapter 8.
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CHAPTER 8

EFFECTS ON CIVIL LIBERTIES AND THE ECONOMY

TC technology has several positive uses. Companies can use it to protect con-

fidential data from theft, even on employees’ laptops, and users can do the same

thing with their private data. Both companies and users can drastically reduce

the likelihood of malware execution with secure I/O and memory curtaining, as

described in Section 3.3.5. In theory, video-game manufacturers and online auc-

tioneers can use TC technology to thwart cheating in multiplayer games and online,

respectively.

But TC technology can be readily abused as well. Software vendors can abuse

it to “lock” users in to their products. For instance, as Cory Doctorow explains

in an Information Week editorial, Microsoft could encrypt all Office files with a

TPM key by default in a future version of the software [65]. Customers who read

and edit TC-protected Office files cannot afford to switch to a competing office

suite, such as the free OpenOffice.org, as the files are encrypted [65]. Competitors

cannot reverse-engineer Microsoft’s file formats without risking a lawsuit under

the DMCA, and the company can charge expensive fees to license its technology,

thereby imposing barriers to entry to new competitors in the office-suite market

[65]. Other software vendors could easily follow suit. In another Information Week
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editorial, Doctorow describes how Apple used its DMCA-enforced ban on reverse-

engineering iTunes songs to update the software and restrict how customers could

use their legally-purchased songs [66]. In a similar vein, Schneier argues in a Forbes

editorial that Microsoft’s draconian Vista DRM is intended to “lock” Hollywood

studios “into selling content in [the company’s] proprietary formats” [276]. Ross

Anderson, a professor of security engineering at Cambridge University, illustrates

how hardware vendors can facilitate this “lock-in” with TC in [8]. It readily follows

that these abuses, combined with pervasive DRM and restrictive software licenses,

can deprive computer users of their civil liberties and fair-use rights. Possible

abuses and their effects on civil liberties are detailed further in [8, 15, 119, 273] and

in our synopsis [51].

We now turn our attention to policy suggestions and consumer behaviors that

can help mitigate the above abuses.
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CHAPTER 9

POLICY AND CONSUMER SUGGESTIONS

This chapter offers suggested policy changes to prevent the TC abuses described

in the previous chapter and to rectify the current imbalance between copyright

owners and consumers. These changes focus on copyright and patent law reform.

The chapter also offers suggestions to help consumers navigate the present-day

computer market, which is saturated with TC technology.

Changes must be made to U.S. copyright law to restore a healthy “balance”

between copyright owners and consumers, which is currently skewed heavily

toward copyright owners. First, the DMCA must be amended to make provisions

that allow consumers to legally bypass copyright-protection technologies while

exercising fair-use rights. Presently, people who strip legally-purchased media

files of their DRM protection break the law, even if they do so for legal reasons such

as storage on a portable media device or to give a copy to their friends [66]. In

2003, representatives Rick Boucher (D-VA) and John Doolittle (D-CA) introduced

the Digital Media Consumers’ Rights Act (DMCRA), which would require copy-

protected media to be labeled as such and would grant consumers the right to

bypass copyright-protection systems for legal purposes [96]. While Congress gave

the DMCRA a hearing in 2005, many representatives opposed it due to large-scale
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piracy fears, and it was not signed into law [26]. Boucher has since introduced

the Freedom And Innovation Revitalizing U.S. Entrepreneurship Act (FAIR USE Act),

which only imposes limited exemptions on circumvention that are nowhere as

far-reaching as those proposed in the DMCRA [176].82 Clearly, a DMCRA-like law

must be passed to legally restore consumers’ fair-use rights vis-à-vis the DMCA.

In addition, copyright terms are, at present, far too long; they persist throughout

the creator’s lifetime plus 95 years thereafter [183]. As suggested by an editorial

in The Economist, they should be “rolled back” to a short period of time—14 years,

renewable once—to ensure copyright’s original purpose is maintained: the creator

of a work controls its distribution for that time, during which he profits from it, and

then the work enters the public domain [303]. By “opening up” very old works

whose copyright protection has been repeatedly extended, the public domain will

be greatly enriched, thereby bolstering possibilities for innovation [303].83 Besides,

copyright owners will still enjoy the protection for their works granted under

current law. Moreover, U.S. patent law must be reformed to prevent the filing

of spurious software patents that impose barriers to new entrants in the software

market and can result in costly litigation [52]. As U.S. patent law holds that only new

processes, machines, manufactured goods, or “[compositions] of matter” can be

patented, and software is ultimately a set of “pure” abstractions, Congress should,

at the very least, revise the law to prevent people from patenting trivial software

82See [176] for a full discussion of the Act’s nominal—but insubstantial—DMCA “reform.”
83Of course, even when a work is released into the public domain, a person who uses that work

to create his own copyrighted work has an ethical responsibility to cite the previous work, even if
he need not pay royalties for its use.
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“inventions” for the sole purpose of suing “infringers” [52].84 We discuss software

patents further in [52].

Consumers have a variety of options in the TC-saturated computer market.

The most obvious option is to do nothing and accept TC and DRM technologies in

their present form, an option that is clearly unacceptable, as evidenced by Vista’s

draconian content protection, Apple’s monopoly in digital music, and pervasive

DRM support in hardware and software. As Schneier explained in an interview

with TG Daily, the status quo is that of a market failure (emphasis added) [119]:

You have the right [to not accept AACS-like measures inside your
computer]. The question is, do you have the ability? In a capitalist
democratic society, you only have the options that are presented to you.
The market failure is the monopoly/oligopoly market failure, where the
option to turn [them] off, or the option not to have [them], isn’t presented
to you. Cell phones [are] a good example. . .I don’t have the option to go
with—even if it’s more expensive—a [better-quality] service provider.
There isn’t one. They all [stink]. They all [stink] because they realize
that competing on service doesn’t make sense, and they’re better off
hiring Catherine Zeta-Jones to be in ads. That’s the unfortunate truth.

[There is] a monopoly in operating systems. . . . If Microsoft and. . .
[Apple] go along with saying, “Only these sorts of things will happen,”
by cutting out Linux—because who cares?—that’s your only option.
But the fear is, I have no choice but to buy a DRM-enabled computer,
because there isn’t anything else available, because it’s all the market
will give me. That’s the fear.

This is a market failure. I’m always amazed at people who are big fans
of the market, who don’t understand what it looks like when a market
fails, and what systems don’t work in a market. This is an example of
it. If there were hundreds of operating systems, and you could pick
the best one. . .there’d be one that didn’t do DRM,. . .we’d all use it, and
DRM would die. But all you need is Sony and the big media companies
[working with] the two big operating system companies, and. . .[the]
choice is no longer there.

84As the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office is not nearly as well-funded as, say, the military or
“pork-barrel” projects, this scenario is not as farfetched as one might imagine.
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This market failure is starkly clear for Windows users buying new PCs preloaded

with Vista, as the content-protection measures discussed in Section 5.1.2 effectively

transform their computers into Hollywood-approved Internet entertainment de-

vices [81]. Of course, customers could simply boycott computers with TPMs, but

this is impractical, as tens of millions of such computers have shipped in the last

few years [167]. Besides, technically-savvy, privacy-conscious users can simply

disable TPMs in their BIOSes. If there is sufficient consumer demand, companies

like GeekSquad can disable TPMs for non-technical users. Seth Schoen of the Elec-

tronic Frontier Foundation (EFF) proposed Owner Override, an elegant solution

to prevent vendor lock-in via remote attestation [278]. Owner Override allows

the owner of a computer system to provide a false attestation of her computer

configuration, e.g., that she is running Mozilla Firefox on Windows XP instead of

Internet Explorer on Windows Vista. For example, if an online auction site required

users to attest that they were accessing it with the latter browser and OS config-

uration, Owner Override allows her to still use the site with her browser and OS

configuration. Selective disability of TPMs, an Owner Override feature, and con-

scientious purchasing is, very likely, the best option for consumers. In particular,

they should carefully weigh their financial support of RIAA-label recording artists

and MPAA-studio movie casts against the anti-consumer behavior of the recording

and movie industries, respectively. In particular, the RIAA and MPAA support

the DMCA and file infamously spurious lawsuits against their customers, not just

against copyright infringers. Certainly, purchasing entertainment pales in compar-

ison to providing the necessities of life, caring for one’s family, and maintaining

one’s health!
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Finally, consumers should not upgrade to Windows Vista at this time due to

its draconian content protection and licensing. They should evaluate the Apple

Macintosh and Linux platforms as alternatives for production use and run Win-

dows XP if they must use Microsoft technology. While the Mac is a good production

machine, due in part to the ability to run Windows via Parallels Desktop, Mac com-

puters cost more than their Windows counterparts and consumers are “locked in”

to Apple machines if they wish to run Mac OS X legally. Linux is free, versatile and

installs on many computer architectures, but its primary desktop environments are

not as polished as OS X. Those working with Windows XP and Vista should strongly

consider using Dino Nuhagic’s nLite and vLite software to remove components,

install “service packs” and patches, apply “tweaks,” and burn custom install CDs

for the respective OS [239, 240]. Ultimately, these “unattended installation” tools

can prevent customers from completing the time-consuming process of download-

ing and installing service packs and patches, since they are “slipstreamed” onto

the respective install CD [239,240]. We have successfully removed unwanted Win-

dows components such as Windows Media Player, Outlook Express, and Windows

Messenger using nLite. Of course, Linux users need not use these tools to remove

system software, as this “feature” is available with all Linux versions.
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CHAPTER 10

CONCLUSIONS

As previously noted, TC technologies offer the promise of increased computer

security in a world where security attacks are the norm, not the exception. Yet,

as Chapter 8 illustrates, TC technologies can be abused in many ways that are

detrimental to consumers. Presently, the “powers that be” in the computer and

content industries have already eviscerated consumers’ fair-use rights by requir-

ing legal online music and video stores to sell content in DRM-encumbered media

files.85 Also, computer companies have de facto monopolies in some markets, such

as Microsoft’s monopoly on operating systems and Apple’s monopoly on digital

music, which are not necessarily in consumers’ best interests. And Microsoft and

Hollywood studios have collaborated on Vista’s draconian content “protection”

measures that may very well threaten the health of the computer industry [81,137].

The only sensible consumer response is to “vote with one’s pocketbook,” i.e. refuse

to purchase DRM-encumbered content or operating systems.86 Those who must

85Of course, there are exceptions, such as the iTunes Store’s sale of EMI songs without DRM
[91]. Other record companies may soon follow suit, according to one executive [175]. But iTunes
consumers must pay an extra 30¢ for this DRM “freedom” that should have been the status quo
since iTunes’ inception!

86If consumers wish to legally buy music, we suggest purchasing CDs, as the tracks thereon can
be “ripped” into formats that any portable media player can play. For reasons discussed in Section
2.3, the same argument does not hold for current- and next-generation DVDs.
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use Microsoft technologies are advised not to run Windows XP. Finally, political ac-

tivism and the courts can help restore a sensible balance between copyright owners’

protection of their works and consumers’ fair-use rights. Class-action and antitrust

lawsuits may serve to limit monopoly power and redress any wrongs arising from

TC abuses. Ultimately, consumers should educate themselves about TC technol-

ogy and its potential (ab)uses before blindly adopting it en masse. We must strike a

reasonable balance between increased computer security and protection from the

abuses described above.
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